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To all universal minds of one of the most diverse planets in the entire 

universe - Earth. The sequence of eternity has come… 

 

This is a philosophical and spiritual exercise of the arrival of a celestial being on 

earth, that was guided by a Divine stone, available to all conscious beings including 

humans, that guided him in his path, in this lonely planet in the universe, to help 

humanity into their expansion to eternity, embedded in the Divine stone story of a 

poor boy that was born in the year 2035 in the “favelas” of Brazil, that became a 

leading scientist in the world and helped to create a technology, that brought 

humanity to explore and see the universe as they never knew, and expand 

humanity into eternity.  
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In the beginning 

 

By the infinity, the time and space were disentangled and became 

eternal and finite to be, the history of things was unified to understand 

proximity to divinity and by the ubiquity could infinity embrace the 

sequence of eternity and the system of associated points existing in the 

eternal and finite domains. It's difficult that it's easy to see with no eyes 

and hear the echoes and melodies of the universe with no ears , the real 

timeless story of infinity is about love, but love is not about infinity, there 

are things that human beings could grasp if they were more connected, 

maybe in one billion earth years, the earth time to reach the final 

heaven, the knowledge seems very earthly, associated with the 

biological ancestors, how many years of evolution to be more universal?, 

but only by the Spirit of Love could that be. A sense of wind in the mind 

and a thought that they cannot find, while arriving in this lonely corner 

of the universe with a feeling that things could be worse, the delay was 

initiated, while a speed up process was dated. The echoes of intention of 

human beings strike the chords of melody of righteousness that 

propagate throughout the entire universe, super universes and even 

beyond the heights of divinity. I can hear. Let us fly within the earth. 

Nothing, earth is so far but so close to the spirit as with everything in the 

universe, the greatest affliction of the cosmos is to never be afflicted. To 

humanity, nothing, by the same sequence of eternity, all. As a line in 

infinity is a curve, could the infinity of the circularity of the infinity in 

eternity of paradise be in an oval shape due to it? Only no one here can 

tell. The beauty of light with no heat, the beauty of love with no hate, 

the beauty of life in a divine seat, like a gold and crystal plate. The energy 

of life is so unique even far from the energy of the spirit, life is the most 
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precious thing in a universe that is alive, and we can hear it. The dry sands 

of knowledge with the associated points of creation plus the watered 

love of the hearts prepared the mix of the persistence of evolution. This 

sequence of eternity, that is time, is what earth people call multiverse or 

parallel universes, while physical universes of universes are still in 

creation, and are far in a space perspective from a local 3D presence 

where the First source is everywhere, but in complex space the other 6D 

dimensions the First source is everywhere. This 10 multidimensional 

hyperfluid with plank resolution, plus these spiritual rivers are truly 

everywhere, it's actually the universe. With human beings and divinity 

everything is already common in eternity. One trillion light years per 

earth second is not a speed but a transmutation of absoluteness. The 

gravity of any given situation is the gravity of a given preparation. The 

place of bright is not to be in the bright, while the place of the bright is 

to be in the bright, but we are because we are and because He is. In the 

realm of thought, they seek their way, philosophy for wisdom, bright as 

day, and revelation guides them in the night, religion's beacon, casting 

holy light. In social turmoil, where confusion reigns, they navigate 

through life's uncertain lanes, another chapter in humanity's quest, to 

rise above, they strive, they do their best. In minds and hearts, the 

world's turmoil brews, as chaos reigns, their path they must choose, 

amidst this chaos, a soul is forged anew, in this valley of chaos, they find 

what's true. With each passing day, the stakes grow high, in thoughts 

they find control, as time goes by, the mind, the captain, steers the 

course, guiding actions, with unwavering force. Pure ethical thought, 

untamed by primal ties, in these evolved times, it truly lies, shaped by 

life's patterns, growth in our soul, as we evolve, it's our ultimate goal. 

One supreme truth, amidst beliefs galore, infinite views, the finite soul 
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does explore, eternity's sequence, where creatures learn and grow, a 

mortal's grasp on the divine is hard to know. Amidst apparent chaos, 

love's river flows, for those who follow, in its embrace, they choose, as 

souls evolve, in this universal race, earth, the school, advances in spiritual 

grace. Finite creatures, evolving toward the divine, the fusion of mortal 

and God, the final line, complete knowledge eludes, wisdom's our quest, 

we honour creation's laws, in them, we rest. Respect each stage, for 

meaning lies within, revelations pave the way for growth to begin, 

religion's touch, the heart's important feel, and philosophy's pursuit, the 

quest for what's real. The struggle beyond, where experience is gained, 

in space and time, our growth is ordained, no matter what universe level 

we may attain, in this platform of struggle, we all remain. Philosophy, the 

mechanic of thought's embrace, in search of wisdom, in every time and 

place, can quality of thinking be a need, we ask, while holding beliefs, to 

a divine vision, we clasp. Purify our thoughts with revelation's grace, or 

universal laws, in this evolving space, flexibility in beliefs and laws, as we 

progress, in this journey of evolution, we find our success.  Like drops of 

water on a mountain's crest, we seek the river, a path to manifest, 

through good and evil, wisdom we attain, as a baby learns to walk, 

amidst pleasure and pain.  Mind's omnipresence, from Infinity's height, 

pure energy's essence, in the cosmic flight, in ignorance, we evolve, in 

darkness we strive, towards the supreme good, in which we'll thrive. 

With drops seeking the river's winding road, humanity learns, in 

wisdom's embrace, we're bestowed, in ignorance and wisdom, we find 

our way, guided by our Universal Father, day by day. So, philosophy for 

wisdom, revelation's embrace, in the evolution of mortals, find their 

place, in the grand lattice of life, they play their role, these elements, 

essential for the evolving soul. But one can have all, do all and see all and 
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even see everything but without hope, faith and love is for nothing or for 

all. For the love of faith and hope, for the faith of hope and love and for 

the hope of love and faith. Only the Eternal Son and Infinite spirit might 

know the Father and to all the creation and conscious beings spiritual 

and material, to know Him is a growth exercise of faith, hope and love. 

With human beings you need to know them to love them, with divine 

beings you need to love them to know them. We cannot find the proof 

of life, but we can honour the reality of existence that is diversity. We 

cannot find anything in the universe that ultimately fulfils (only 

stimulates by sequence) the inward human billion years journey to 

paradise, except the love of God, as the only true thing that ultimately 

fulfils. Rain all the way to the sun that is to stay. The lonely blue planet is 

so much protected, but it almost looks like it was rejected, by its 

inhabitants and by all.  Within the winds of change you could hear a voice 

whispering: 

In realms of doubt, where knowledge's light does gleam, a question 

lingers, like a half-seen dream. Interstellar pathways, could they be real? 

At seventy-five percent of light, we feel the speed's limit, a safety for the 

crew. For faster journeys, risks we must construe. But what if, through 

complex space we soar, a realm where limits bend and truths explore? 

Imagining the universe, a universe dance, a multidimensional 

hyperfluid's expanse. Ten dimensions weave, with time's embrace, 

Plank's resolution guides our destined pace. In this complex realm, 

dimensions nine, a lattice of possibility aligns. Wavelengths stretch to 

infinity's sight, energy dancing in eternal light. Within our four 

dimensions' grasp, we find a truth that leaves no mystery behind. Matter 

and cosmos intertwined they be, in six-dimensional realms, realities set 

free. Permeability, permittivity in their sway, complex space guides 
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matter's intricate ballet. Tachyons, elusive, in configurations rare, 

bending laws, defying light's steady glare. So let us ponder, let our minds 

take flight, in realms where possibilities unite. Doubts may linger, yet the 

spark remains, to push the boundaries, break existing chains. For in 

poetic thought and scientific lore, the universe reveals its secrets 

evermore. It was the first day arriving on a planet, materially 

transported, a physical avatar, remotely viewed and felt, projected 

materialization or a common birth, it was worrying to see the 

responsibility, integrity, inclusivity and unity. They are all separated by 

the illusion that they hated, they throw love away, without knowing the 

way, they go still very slow and apart; spiritually low and technologically 

weak, due to the delays of spiritual and universal peak. Appears to be 

spears of logic with the material gravity of the unification, matter in 

comprehension of patterns of gravity and the excess of continuation. The 

echoes of the strings of thought spread throughout the universe. In the 

Universal creation we can hear everyone while and as energy is 

everywhere. I have nothing to say, I prefer to pray. 

Silence silence… 

 

 

 

 

Only in silence, poverty and humility does the gentle loving divine spirit 

speak to the open hearts. 
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I found flashes of things like a ladder for evolution, the wanting of an 

exception that finds a solution. As I knew by instant what this planet was 

to be. I prefer the hard way and the focus to see. No one could grasp the 

chaos and the cradle. Through the jungle I walked, and met a block of 

stone, which died to be born, the clay that was alive, emitting life like a 

horn, not because of the biomachinery of a bone, not because of the 

spirit, simply because of the life energy, very different as we hear it. The 

stone mentioned : "here we are children of the stars, making the waves 

of fear with God's love to disappear, living by the laws of the ages in every 

of the stages, the first to light up the universe to eternity and the first to 

know and be aware and to understand, to forge utopia from dystopia." 

A stone like a human walk on the darkness of a moonlight that makes 

you think like a bright light, light light light, let it shine bright into the 

non-existing existence, and into the matter , light up the matter, light up 

the spirit, light up the life, light up the energy, light up the time and light 

up the light..with love by faith and with faith by love. There was a day 

that was now, as time is catapulted in a bow. In epochs past, a tale 

unfolds, of cosmic wonders yet untold. From realms beyond the stars, a 

being grand, descended to Earth, by fate's own hand. A being of divine 

and radiant light, cloaked in splendour, through the night. With footsteps 

gentle upon the land, bringing awe to creatures, both animal and 

conscious. Celestial aura, a halo of gold, in their presence, mysteries 

unfold. The sky adorned with hues unknown, as this deity's grace and 

essence are shown. Mountains bowed, and oceans stilled, as the very air 

with wonder filled. Flowers bloomed in a vibrant array, heralding this 

deity's extraordinary stay. A whisper of wind, a sacred song, through 

valleys and forests, it danced along. Each blade of grass, kissed by their 

grace, as they wandered through this mortal place.  Kindness flowed 
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from their very being, hearts opened wide, in love agreeing. They taught 

of unity, compassion's might, guiding humanity toward the path of light. 

Yet, fleeting was their time bestowed, for such divine presence must one 

day erode, so many stars must set beyond the sky, this being too must 

ascend on high. With tearful eyes and hearts afire, humanity bade 

farewell to their celestial sire, though departed, their legacy remained, 

in every heart, their wisdom ingrained. And so, the tale of the divine's 

brief stay, on Earth's canvas, in history's display, a reminder that in the 

universe's scheme, even gods believe in humanity's dream. On earth the 

most important day, our Divine universe leader visit, that in the hearts 

of humans very hardly stayed. In a normal planet it should be a moment 

of joy and unity, to the future of earth, one of the most diverse planets 

in the universe, and birthplace of humanity that still will win the divine 

race of eternity. But it's not humans' fault, nothing is lost in the universe 

and the space spheres were and are created for all evolutionary 

creatures. The infinity of God loves and misses everyone, each planet 

with life and each being is taken care of as they were the only ones in the 

entire existence, in ways unthought to humans. I was finding through the 

way as the living stone told me a story of the future day. I see infinity in 

everything from the most complex to the simplest. 
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The living stone story part I 

 

It was the earth year of 2035, Jacob was as little as five, born in the 

favelas of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, his mother Sayadina and his dad Ariel 

were living with him, he always had a pure heart and brightness of 

thought, a true universal mind without knowing, he used to love physics 

and mathematics by that age already. Though he was so bright, he was 

confronted on a daily basis with problems relating to health, food, access 

to water, education, and violence. By not being able to afford to go to 

school, sometimes he was guarding flying cars or selling gum to bring 

money home, as his mum was a cleaner with a very low salary and his 

dad was unemployed and most of the time, he was watching TV at home.  

One day he was selling gum on the streets and suddenly a gang of 

teenagers approached him and one of the members of that gang, Jose, 

14 years old said to him: - Hey, this is our area, what are you doing here? 

It didn't take much that they started to beat Jacob, while he tried to run 

away there was a car coming and the driver couldn't avoid it on time, and 

hit Jacob, who became seriously injured. The gang and the driver ran 

away, and Jacob stayed on the floor bleeding and unconscious, luckily 

there was an old lady called Jessica, who was a retired nurse, and helped 

Jacob by calling an ambulance. Jacob carried a bag with a notepad that 

had the phone number of his mum. When Sayadina and Ariel knew about 

what happened they ran into the hospital, and the doctor that was 

seeing Jacob, Dr Jacinto, said to Jacob’s parents that it was too late for 

him and nothing that they could do as his brain was too injured and he 

was in a deep coma. Sayadina and Ariel were in a complete panic, and 

Ariel remembered his remote cousin Andreas, who was a very wealthy 

man in Germany and called him for help, which he accepted. Jacob was 
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then transferred to a private hospital in Berlin, where he was operated 

and a nanotechnological device was implanted into his brain to 

coordinate vision and hearing and connect the brain to the vertical spine. 

Jacob gained consciousness and seemed to have adapted well to the new 

system after the therapy was applied for 6 months.  Andreas invited him 

to stay in Germany and study there while his parents would visit him 

every 6 months, Jacob was very excited with this, and by the acceptance 

of his parents, he stayed in the house of his Father’s remote cousin 

Andreas and started his studies in Germany. At the airport, when Jacob’s 

parents left to go back to Brazil, Sayadina told him: "It is beyond your 

thought but, always speak to God and be connected with Him and follow 

the Infinite Universal Center’s will, and you will always be on the right 

universal path no matter in what waters of adversity you will be in." 

Jacob always remembered this, although he couldn't understand at the 

beginning, there was always something so mysterious about his mother 

…  

Years passed by, and Jacob became a bright student, the educational 

system was different than in the past, not just professors but also 

students would be able to teach younger students from previous years, 

any subject could be learned and personal qualities were amplified in 

curiosity, complex thinking, social intelligence, emotional intelligence, 

empathy, ethics, imagination, creativity and more. No world wars 

happened, but a lot of changes happened in the world. Humanity started 

to understand the truth about their universal existence, by universal 

evolution, spiritual revelation and by space exploration; in this time, all 

persons are accepted in equality, spiritually, socially, politically and in all 

forms in society no matter how different persons with any type of body 

are. Jails use workers to do agriculture and construction work. The more 
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developed people will accept the less developed in a parental way. The 

social system started in the first institution ... the family the pair that 

continue to work together in equality to establish the family 

environment for social development and for the “continuation and 

maintenance of humanity” through their children. The family gives 

young and old citizens their moral, love, and material resources to 

support, for the challenges of life. Women were given more equal rights 

and attention in a world average, and were able to control births in 

family planning, plus to have more healthy and strong children, this 

actually balanced the world population, although Mars and the moon are 

being colonized as well. Marriage and family life became strong for 

civilization and spiritual purposes. Cities and governments gave benefits 

for people to leave big cities, with a goal to limit to 1-2 million people per 

city, to reduce the pressure on resources and spread the population 

evenly and with more space to live in harmony with nature and 

everyone. Most activities of the cities are managed by a quantum 

artificial intelligent system, although there are representative politicians. 

There is now one language for the entire planet and AI translates all 

others, and there is also a universal standard system of metrics. 

Communication is virtually augmented by glasses or laser holograms, 

and electromagnetic communications disappeared giving birth to some 

sort of neutrino, quantum entanglement communications and all cables 

are made of fibre optics. The wheel of the dynamic brotherhood of the 

people and countries provides resources, support, monitor, care, and 

help for all. People are more responsible for the planet to the extent that 

if they see a paper on the street, they themselves collect it and put it in 

the bin. Due to some sort of advanced technology of gas loaded metals, 

environmental green fission and room temperature superconductivity, it 
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helped to have an energy clean system that greatly improved recycling, 

reuse and repair all materials and items used by humans, pollution was 

greatly reduced, and there are more leisure activities and new types of 

sports to play. A light form of a spiritual and friendly world government 

was established, this was a highly advanced spiritual unity of the kind, 

uniting governments and the people of the world, celebrating the 

diversity and differences of all equally, in that day a strange event 

happened, the representatives of this global united nations were visited 

by the spiritual rulers of the constellation, to salute the members of the 

parliaments of the world and their sovereign leaders, the all-wise and 

merciful and loving world law reigned, countries elected leaders still 

globally and dynamically rule their lands, the way they and their people 

prefer, and the love of the Heavenly Universal Father became Sovereign 

in the world. There is fairness to all countries and a climate of friendship 

between all. The organized world and the global progressive public 

administration manage the varying rights with fairness and equity, 

engaged in a universally spiritualized and compassionate government, 

economies that reward effort and provide security, a civilization that 

returned to God, communities that protect the weak, society and the 

environment it was divided into:  

● The self-government – freedom to do the will of God, self-control 

and the sense of duty and moral from citizens. 

● The local government-supportive to NGOs   

● The regional government-countries  

● The central united friendship or global government – Reformed 

United nations with shared sovereignty of merciful-moral law for 

people, earth, space, and universal affairs 

● The supporting NGOs from all over the world 
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● The United Nations organizations 

● Supporting alliances of groups of countries to the united central 

government 

Countries were able to deal with highly complex situations and are more 

flexible to change regions or territories if new tendencies for new areas-

countries arise that could be solved democratically and politically. All 

countries and people participate and share the burdens of the less 

fortunate, in a dynamic global wheel of affection by a gigantic system. 

Health and education systems are available to all for a lifetime for free; 

all subjects are available to all, and all dynamically teach all, there is a 

compulsory learning system from young to grown-up age of 18 still. 

States considered de-linking resource issues from other concerns, 

particularly territorial disputes and geopolitical competition. The 

interesting part is that the citizens of the world were able to control the 

levying of taxes that were being gradually eliminated and are able to vote 

via the quantum AI internet system on any subject made public by the 

authorities locally or from the world. Citizens are now able to create 

petitions and after a certain number of signatures they are indeed heard 

by a government representative to the elected head of the petition, and 

indeed the problem will be addressed. Several citizens and authority 

council groups meet from time to time to pursue wisdom and strategic 

vision for civilization adjustments and actions, for the unification with 

philosophy, for amplifying intellectual capacity to understand spiritually 

God and for scientific and social creative interpolative deductions. Still 

just a stage in evolution, the universal family of heaven rules in the hearts 

of the majority of human beings, not by any imposed idea, but by their 

wholehearted recognition of the feeling in their hearts of the love of the 

Universal Father, Earth finally was placed back on universal spiritual 
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circuits after being in quarantine during all these hundreds of thousands 

of years. Religious leaders that dynamically and progressively expand the 

heavenly family concept became very famous as scientists or actors. For 

each family to be established, the minimum life support allowance to the 

most needed of food, energy, communications and shelter was supplied 

with a universal basic participation salary, this benefit was associated 

with local duty tasks with neighbours in painting, ironing, etc. and tasks 

in local areas in beautification, environment and education awareness, 

helping local councils, participating in wisdom, political, science, 

spiritual, sports and games groups, etc… The economic power was 

decentralized and any excesses balanced, there are several networks of 

local sustainable agriculture sites, networks of local small sustainable 

factories, some at people homes, commerce and services, and anyone 

that wants to achieve more in life for business or voluntarily can do it so; 

other people may be able to provide or share for free or with a return 

cost the resources needed to others, and businesses have a fair 

distribution of equal opportunities to all over the world. The people 

achieving this level of global development can be advisors to the 

governments. The return to the “educate, grow, share, engage globally 

acting locally”, gave opportunities to billions of people in a system that 

would feed global and local waves of needs and new purposes to the 

educational system. The factories are fully automatic, also people can 

manufacture objects and food at home in 3D and people have more free 

time to develop themselves for space, technology, innovation, 

beautification, religion, wisdom, knowledge, and philosophy. All food 

and drinks or any packaging of products waste are fully recycled or 

reused and there is a global standard packaging for different types of 

products that are easily reused. There are international currencies and 
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local country currencies that are all digital. There is no debt…. People 

started to be educated about not being dependent only on digital 

technology and now they know how-to live-in harmony with high 

technology and nature. Each area/country of the world will have to be 

first self-sufficient in resources for them, using technology, and any 

excess can be traded internationally using a kind of a global traffic light 

system for commerce. Managed and programmed by a quantum 

artificial intelligence system, under the orders of an international 

resources council. Internet is of people, things and systems, regulated 

and with valuable information and all people are able to use the internet 

for voting, democracy, and petitions; to decide democratically in all 

affairs (local, regional or global) if they wish using the internet or other 

methods, there is more communication between citizens and their 

chosen leaders and citizens are accountable for the management of their 

region and of the world and their representatives. Officials use laser 

holographic communication for urgent affairs globally. Scientists are 

more famous than movie actors, and people are true explorers in 

philosophy, spirituality, and sciences in their houses and working areas, 

they always create new ways of doing things better, new markets are 

created by this creativity including the beautification industry. Helping 

humanoid Robots have become as popular as cars. Oil and fission energy 

industries don’t exist anymore and a new unlimited and clean energy 

source from the renewable and clean atomic energy sources became 

primal sources of energy and mankind is starting to take the first steps 

to fly into the stars with warp drive spaceships and cars already floating 

with some gravitational devices. There is a wrist device that people have 

that can monitor their body status, make blood analysis and administer 

drugs with no needle that interacts with nano doctors (the doctors of the 
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future, as nanotechnology became the center of the health sector) in a 

network and access near pharmacies or order medications in a secure 

network. This wrist health center can also treat certain diseases with 

electrical stimulation and is also a multimedia center and holographic 

telephone managed by an artificial intelligence talking assistant/system. 

There is no pollution anymore and the technology helps to keep the 

planet healthy, even chemicals produced have to be chemically 

dissimulated in a recycling system. The world's population started to 

learn with nature, replicating a biomimetic system and all seems very 

balanced with the use of technology in all sectors. There is indeed a new 

technological age in energy, superconductivity, nanotechnology, 

biotechnology, quantum AI technologies and much much more, 

humanity truly conquered more the realms of matter and the material 

universe. Nuclear weapons have ended, and a special new military and 

security technology are now only used for the protection of the planet 

and not for regional conflicts. There is a special army federation for space 

and special police to help the people of the world, there is also another 

team force of local street helpers to help the people in the world. Any 

military system became a space operations force and was available to 

outer space by the approval of the world government council. A global 

resource security system was developed and credible studies about the 

earth and human behaviour were established. Humanity was able to 

start colonising other planets, Mars is the first one with a new system to 

control the weather in planets. A new mission was established to fly to 

the next solar system to land on a habitable world, but the warp drive 

was still under development … 

Years pass by and we are in the year 2048, Jacob was so bright in physics, 

engineering and maths in his school, that he was invited to study in a 
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leading university in Germany in Berlin, his mother was also an influencer 

to open up his mind and thoughts, here he studied the subjects of gravity 

and quantum physics and he decided to create a mini warp drive as his 

final project, as the scientists of the time were struggling in making the 

system work although gravity has been conquered and human beings 

understood that they were simple pressure forces on quintessences and 

their pulsed waves created magnetism. He started to realize that there 

was something different with him, he could think faster than others and 

he would have quick observations of the solutions of the complex 

problems that he was trying to solve, plus he always had religious 

experiences and insights as he sometimes had visions and his mind most 

of the time, could choose the right universal moral judgement by an act 

of the free will. He started to associate that everything that his mother 

would tell would perfectly suit his needs and problems at any time in a 

very precise way, but what he didn't know was that his mother Sayadina 

was actually in a “study and influence, and check unusual universe 

activity in planet earth”, a spiritual universal mission from planet Luthar 

in sector 32A, a member of the galactic federation of Zolpan. He made 

the question constantly to his mind, what is the solution to create a 

workable warp drive, and in a progressive way through time, his mind 

would redirect him in the path of the answer under the spiritual universal 

rivers of eternity sequence and space allocation. It took him 5 years until 

he got the answer, a little bit closer every day. The final answer came 

when he was at night in his room and a beautiful angel appeared to him 

like slowly floating in water with a very sweet and positive smile looking 

at him in silence, then he disappeared, almost acknowledging and 

marking his solution for humanity. He presented his final project at the 

university in a day of greatness, not just for him but for the entire 
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humanity, in the presence of his parents and his remote cousin Andreas, 

his colleagues, professors, and media. He was invited and started to work 

in the World space agency. This led him to become historically the 

inventor of the warp drive and by approval of the world government 

council of all countries a world space federation was created, and the 

first interstellar mission was launched. It was the year 2068, the 

countdown for humanity started. After 15 years of manufacturing and 

space assembly at the international space station, the first warp drive 

spaceship was at the final stages of completion. The World Space 

Federation selected also carefully a team of 10 humans, Jacob the space 

commander, Justina the second commander, Yael the Chief Scientist, 

Suresh Chief Operations, Amber Communications officer, Xi Chief 

Navigation officer, Nami head of Spiritual and philosophical thinking, Igor 

head of diplomacy and universe political affairs, Luis Chief of nano and 

biological systems, and 1 humanoid called Universal 1, nick name U1, to 

be the first team to break the boundaries of human limits, during this 

long mission to Tau Ceti e with 11 light years from earth and 5 planets, 

as Alpha Centauri and Epsilon Eridani, the space probe had already been 

there and collected several data points about these 2 star systems and 

only had 1 and 2 planets respectively. Then on the 6th of September of 

that year, the first interstellar mission was launched, witnessed, with 

great joy, by all the neighbouring planetary civilizations that acquired 

maturity in spiritual and technological advancement to go into space, 

and members of the universal and constellation councils, without human 

beings still knowing about that. Sayadina used to report the events to 

her home planet and universal observers recorded the sequence of 

events carefully as well. This amazing moment on earth happened, it was 

the beginning of the next stage to humanity, of interstellar contact with 
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other civilizations. But it was also the beginning of another problem, 

although some alien civilizations were evolved to go to space, there was 

a race, the Yakis from the Sorona system a neighbour system of the 

homeworld of Sayadina, Luthar, that begin to be corrupted by their 

ambitions and dominance that even the universal councils could not 

moderate their evil so easily as it was new. While human beings were 

expanding their way to Tau Ceti e on their first mission, the first attack 

happened in Luthar, with their technological shapeshifting abilities, they 

began to infiltrate their society and gained their defence and system 

plans. It was in the time when Sayadina came to earth as a normal baby, 

that is why she was left in an orphanage and no one knew about her past, 

she was originally daughter of Yadoson and Soyamina from Planet 

Luthar, her parents left her on planet earth for an observation mission 

due to the contribution to their knowledge about other civilizations in 

space as part of their evolution and also in the analysis of other planets 

due to suspicion of infiltration in their society, as Sayadina parents were 

members of the advisory council of their global government, she learned 

about her origins when a Luthar commander Yonessy visited her when 

she was 18, she didn't believe at the beginning, but then something 

inside of her knew about it and also she was carrying a birthmark on the 

left hand that was a half-moon, the symbol of Luthar, she was 

transported into his ship and briefed about it and about her special 

abilities and how any offspring would have special abilities as well. The 

Yakis by the time that Sayadina was sent to earth, were at mid-stage of 

their master plan of conquering Luthar in a process that took 170 earth 

years in three stages from infiltration, adaptation, and control, Yadoson 

and Soyamina were informed by their equivalent of secret services of the 

global government of Luthar that something was taking a dangerous 
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path both at their society, government and military. Sayadina that was 

supposed to understand the human culture, became also with the intent 

to analyze any suspicious activities in a wider space perspective. The 

Yakis were at the stage adaptation after infiltration in an attempt to 

control society at Luthar planetary level, that is why some aspects of 

society were changing dramatically and for the worst, some of the 

Lutharians lost their freedom of choice, and became divided into 

different areas of the planet, while an interstellar civilization, this would 

bring great concern to the universal ruling councils, that were watching 

the situation very carefully; The action of these ruling leaders and the 

councils beyond this universe are truly wise, and they seem slow, but are 

truly effective, they would make sure that universal justice will prevail. 

Although the Lutharians were divided, the control was from the same 

source, the Yakis, which gave them the image of division while in reality 

all was being made for control and rebellion. Jacob, while travelling to 

Tau Ceti e at beyond the speed of light with an average of 400000 km/s, 

stopped receiving communications from his mother and father, due to 

the fact that his mother disappeared, and his father didn't want to upset 

Jacob while he was on his important mission. Sayadina was recalled, via 

a special communication implant installed behind her ear, while the 

commander Yonessy visited her when she was 18, to assist with the 

problem, but she didn't return to Luthar, she went to planet Wanu, that 

was working now with the Galactic Federation of Zolpan on the case. 

Back on Earth, Ariel asks the police in Brazil for help to search for the 

missing wife, the search becomes worldwide, but still no sign of 

Sayadina. It was known by the high councils that by understanding the 

universal rivers of goodness, the right action would trigger well to 

flourish in the midst of evil and rebellion, under a Universe of Goodness, 
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the evil it's just a temporary adjustment and in the times of disorder, 

being this just another stage in the evolution of the evolutionary beings, 

the actual society was filled with confusion in the minds and in the hearts 

of its inhabitants. Sayadina was working on surveillance and on the 

importance of deepness and quality of thought to be higher and higher; 

thought is the only thing in nature that conscious beings can fully control, 

the mind that creates a decision brain impulse that gives the direction to 

the action.  By purifying thought she could reduce the infiltration of the 

Yakis. The purified ethical thought free from any influences of primitive 

evolutionary thinking even in apparent developed times, and at the same 

time influenced by the patterns of experiencing life; there is only one 

supreme divine truth and many beliefs from the views of the mortal 

finite beings. Thus, it is very hard to a mortal finite human comprehend 

the divine existence and this sequence of experience, this infinity with 

no time and space that was before the experimental world and will be 

after the experimental world. In the beginning of time with the 

appearance of relative and qualified reality there comes into being a new 

cycle of reality, the growth cycle, the supremely and evolutionary 

perfected reality, it is coordinated in eternity relationships. A time factor 

means growth to that which grows; Humans are secondary finites, and 

they grow; hence those that are growing must appear as incomplete in 

time. The motion of time is only revealed in relation to something which 

does not move in space as a time phenomenon. But these differences, 

which are so important to this side of existence, are nonexistent in 

eternity (circular simultaneity), and the sequence of this eternity is time 

itself… We can have, to a better mind comprehension, a vision of divine 

infinity as a perfect circle and the divine purpose as the area inside the 

perfect circle. While we the soul evolve, in an “universal career”, the 
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planetary school system of conscious beings life development in the 

spheres (planets), becomes more and more advanced spiritually and 

materially, while being finite creatures, evolution tends to make God 

manlike and revelation tends to make man Godlike, to reach the final 

path for the fusion between the Divine Father and mortal finite creature 

sons in Eternity.  In Wanu, Sayadina was in direct communication with 

her homeworld to monitor and then coordinate a visit to Luthar from 

Wanu, this was a very important mission.  While Jacob was arriving at 

Tau Ceti e, he left hyperspace and arrived not too close to the planet Tau 

ceti e, due to the fact that the fusion-antimatter-photon engines could 

damage the planet's atmosphere from the 3.5km of gamma ray trail. 

Hyperspace/complex space 6D is the most secure option to travel long 

distances in space , than in normal 3D space due to the fact that if any 

ship would reach the speed of light in normal 3D space it would 

disintegrate, so the recommendation is ¾ of the speed of light as 

maximum or go into hyperspace. In hyperspace there is no problem of 

collisions as there is no matter as we know it, the only problem is then 

to enter back into normal space, but their highly evolved universal 

spiritual guidance is needed, or quantum computation would do as the 

source is spiritual as well. When Jacob team was going to send a probe 

to analyze the planet, the angel that appeared to Jacob the day he 

invented the WARP drive, appeared to him now fully manifested, and 

explain to him about the universal restrictions on interfering with higher 

or lower civilizations, depending on the evolution stage, they needed to 

analyze the type of evolved civilization on the planet before sending the 

probe and the probe needed to be very discrete at night time or under 

some camouflage. It would be important to know who the leading body 

of the planet was, or the leading type of government from the most 
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influential country, in case their evolution stage was acceptable to 

establish contact. This information could be provided by angelic hosts, 

by accessing the universal mind of all the creatures of the universe, by 

historic data, by the live info of the probe, by the leaders of the galaxy or 

by any other civilizations with that knowledge. The Angel, as it was the 

first time of contact for the people of Earth, revealed to him that the 

citizens of Tau Ceti e, were the Cetise, and that their leader was Anauti 

almost like a secretary-general of a global government as equivalent as 

on earth, but the unification of their planet was done recently as well, 

they achieved a great stage of universal visibility, the first contact should 

be made with authorities and not directly to their citizens, and only 

under their world government approval, them contact can be 

established with the citizens. Jacob and his team were delighted not only 

by the fact that they found a new civilization, as the fact that they were 

able to establish a first communication, they also decided to send a 

probe during night time to have some background of the interests of the 

race, and established a contact request to Anauti via emission of 

neutrino and old electromagnetic pulses under the various channels, so 

that they could be captured by the Cetises, as they didn’t know what 

channels they would receive. Back on earth, the world was watching and 

waiting for the news with great enthusiasm, but they would only release 

information to the public if the contact was successful. It took only a few 

hours and Jacob got a reply from a representative assistant of Anauti, 

they were super excited about that, the message sent by Jacob and his 

team, contained images of earth, the alphabet explanation with sounds, 

Beethoven music (universal language) and a simple message in english, 

next to the alphabet explanation, that was: “Greetings, I am Jacob, 

spaceship commander. I came from earth, we came in peace, searching 
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the universe for new civilizations to help each other, learn and share and 

expand our evolution together”, they received a reply in the sequence 

that was sent, they got images of Tau ceti e, their alphabet with sounds 

and their symbols, a four minute melody, and a message in their 

language, “ I am Supali, Executive assistant of Anauti, we welcome you 

although we are in the process of decision if our race is prepared for 

interplanetary discovery of other civilizations, we welcome you to visit 

our planet on the next sunset on the site of the attached map.” Jacob 

and his team were super excited and started the arrangements… 

Meanwhile Sayadina arrived to Luthar from being prepared in Wanu, she 

arrived and left warp speed at enough distance to the planet with light 

invisibility, so that the ship is not detected, and from there she 

teleported herself to meet with Yadosson, Soyamina and Yonessy to be 

updated and finalize the briefed of what in Luthar was going to be her 

mission. The Yakis had 70% of control of the planet and were everywhere 

and in all systems of the planet. The Yakis gain the knowledge about the 

number of everything, all the laws of the universe are still in adaptation, 

a process of eternity, impossible to see in such a small human life. There 

is a great and glorious purpose in the march of the universes through 

space. All of evolutionary struggling is not in vain. Everything, including 

time, is eternal, but not infinite, although infinity is here. ۞-۞ = nothing 

and 0 is not nothing, it is just the absence of a set that is something, 

nothing can be divided by the total existence, because it will stop to exist, 

numbers as just sets and without everything, nothing it’s the only case 

that they cease to exist. Everything = ۞ = ∞! + eternity! + finity! + what 

we don’t know! (Although eternity, finity and what we don't know, are 

and are not subcategories of infinity. Now and only now 1/ everything = 

nothing and the formula 1/∞ = [x => 0] (solution with infinity is not 
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absolute 0, it’s an unknown interval from x to 0). When (X=Y) = (X≠Y), the 

non-existence is also part of the existence. You cannot add anything to 

everything ۞, and you just did … 
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After the Beginning 

  

And the burning living stone paused the story and left me with no 

memory, the burning stone left saying that it was everything, but it was 

impossible that everything was the living stone, as I couldn't remember. 

Or I couldn't surrender.  The process of green in the hands, was leading 

me in the heart of the lands. Angels are calling from divine crystal realms, 

riding from heaven, what human beings think of dreams, if only humans 

could hear the sound of the spear, of righteousness and souls that are 

clear. It's so beautiful to approach Earth in a spaceship, by a giant 

window glass you see the blue and the white and the sun on the back 

turning bright. The peace and serenity. I must say that that religion could 

be personal, the universal Father speaks to each one of evolutionary 

beings of the lowest order and all orders personally, it's impressive to 

see the Father going so low from the heights of infinity, unqualified 

absoluteness and purity to reach these lonely planets in the corner of the 

universe, inhabited with spiritually immature beings that do not hear 

Him although He is right beside them.  The fact is that even if these 

material evolutionary beings were transported to heaven as they are in 

the flesh, they would not see nothing; it would be pure empty space … 

even though everything and heaven was there. And then they would say 

“there is no evidence of anything “… seek not the proof of life but honour 

the reality of existence. Evidence is important for the search for truth 

and knowledge for economic views in immature realms of early 

potential, otherwise you know… On this planet some claim a physical 

place as the spiritual capital of the world. The spiritual capital of the 

world is in the hearts of its inhabitants and not in a physical place. The 

internal journey of human beings and the internal copilot of God, like the 
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unique guided feelings that makes them awed. The persistence of time 

that flashes like a second, the shortness of time that makes human life a 

split reckon. Human life on earth, the valley of soul making, is like a flash 

drop of an instant of time that collects the taste of human teachings and 

brings them to the universe eternity. The reckoning of reckonings, the 

Father in heaven, there can be no greater love, the reckoning of the 

brothers and sisters in the universe and universes beyond, and 

superuniverse and superuniverses beyond. There can be no greater love. 

The justice from heaven is all wise, but looks slow, when viewed from a 

short life on an earth blow, but heaven justice is very efficient and makes 

evil deficient. There is a great and glorious purpose in the march of the 

universes through space. Impossible to see at human level in anyone's 

life and at anyone's pace. All struggles and all actions are not in vain. The 

burning living stone by a brook lay in the shade, with a voice so ancient, 

it beckoned to me, “Come closer and you shall see." Intrigued and 

amazed, I bent down near listening to the stone, my curiosity clear. It 

whispered secrets, of places untold, a hidden path, a world to behold. 

With a touch so gentle, it warmed my hand, as I ventured forth to this 

new human mysterious land. Through a dense forest, where the trees 

did sway, the stone was my guide, lighting my way. We wandered near 

the moon's soft glow, to places on Earth I didn't yet know. A waterfall's 

song, a meadow so green, the stone and I formed a mystical team.  

Through valleys and hills, we journeyed afar, guided by this magical 

talking star. It revealed to me landscapes so grand, and stories of nature, 

told by the land. We reached a clearing, bathed in golden light, a place 

of enchantment, a breathtaking sight. The stone whispered, "This is your 

path's end” With a final hushed word, it turned away, a presence once 

more, in the light of the day. From that top i could see the civilizations of 
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the world, from a battle i came to a battle i was turned, oh my! , the living 

stone was diving into the human chaos with a spear of light, peace and 

justice, striking the heart of universal ignorance and evil in such a planet 

so sensitive to it. Earth is one of the most diverse planets in the universe. 

A planet that no one knew until our universal leader finalized his 

bestowal, a light so golden, white and blue. His humility and love touch 

my heart, love is truly the most powerful energy in the entire universe, 

universe of universes, outer space levels, paradise heaven and even God 

is love, but love is not God. The more and more I feel grateful for all these 

universes and universes that “They” created for us in the entire vast 

creation, so hard to explain. Come o Creator spirit come Father of us all, 

come generous spirit, come Light of us all, come source of light, and light 

us all. In the arms of God, I hold my rest, and, in his love, I hold my test. 

Blind faith, that faith that looks beyond the sun, looks beyond stars, 

which looks beyond hate, and shall take humanity to beyond mars. The 

love of our universal leader is so impressive, everything he says is so 

universally wise, pure and hearted, he was human and divine on earth. 

But I do not know about the other leaders of the other universes, as they 

and the Father are one too, so it can be concluded that by love they 

abide. One of the most impressive speeches on earth by a human 

stimulated by the Spirit and being a true universal mind was Apostle Paul 

in 1 Corinthians 13:1 to 1 Corinthians 13:13 about Love. Like biomimetics 

for humans to live in harmony with nature on earth, Godmimetics for 

humans to live in the universe replicating the will and love of their 

universal Father, and this is the ultimate path for truth, beauty and 

goodness,  return good for evil, return good for evil, love your enemies, 

love your enemies, love your enemies. Isnt a Father an icon for his 

children? The gigantic power that spins the 10 multidimensional 
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hyperfluid of space, creates these little whirlpools of organized creation, 

the smallest forms of organized heaven energy grace, string theory, 

quantum theory and special relativity are connected as one nation. Such 

an organization is the universe of the Son. Now looking to earth, seeing 

the civilizations from the top, looking in harmony cooking fate in a hob. 

Feeling the earth on my feet, I started walking on that hill, a rocky cave 

within its dark embrace, a world concealed, a place where mysteries and 

secrets are revealed. Living stone, like fire, deep within its core, came 

back from the depths of humanity, it did explore. A timeless journey, 

through human consciousness made of caverns and stone, in the heart 

of the Earth, I wasn't alone, whispers of ages echoed in the cave, a sacred 

place, where the bold and the brave. Underground streams, their gentle 

voices near, as I ventured onward, without a trace of fear. A symphony 

of nature, in the cave's embrace, a reminder of Earth's beauty, in every 

space. Crystals like stars, in a universe ballet, in this hidden world, where 

dreams hold sway, each facet, a story, of time's ancient day. Deeper still 

I came along, through the rocky maze, I felt the Earth's heartbeat, a 

tranquil thrill. Emerging from the cave, into the world's embrace, a sense 

of wonder and reverence, in this place. Civilizations on the surface, each 

with its role, in the grand scheme of the universe, a vital soul. The living 

stone, made of fire and grace, from the deep dive into humanity's 

embrace. A reminder that we're connected, in this cosmic plan, as I 

journeyed onward, as part of the eternal clan. In a world where chaos 

reigns, a tale unfolds, a story of humanity, in search of ancient moulds. 

The spirit, once strong, now lost in the crowd, leaving chaos in its wake, 

where silence was once loud. With hearts disconnected, and souls adrift, 

they've lost their way, their spirits caught in a rift. In the pursuit of 

progress, they've strayed from their own path, creating chaos and 
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confusion, in their wake of wrath. The Earth, now also mine - our home, 

cries out in pain, as we exploit and destroy, in our selfish gain. The 

balance disrupted, nature's fury unleashed, in the chaos we've sown, the 

Earth's voice is breached. In our quest for power, wealth, and fame, 

we've forgotten the essence, the spirit's sacred flame. Borders divide us, 

in hatred, we're mired, in the chaos we've sown, our humanity's tired. 

But within us still lingers a flicker of light, a dormant spirit, ready to take 

flight. To heal the chaos, to mend what's torn, we must reconnect with 

the forgotten spirit, reborn. In unity and love, we'll find our way, guided 

by the spirit, we'll embrace a new day. The chaos will lessen, as we rise 

above, rekindling the spirit, in the name of peace and love. So let us not 

despair, in this world so wide, for the spirit can conquer chaos, with love 

as our guide. In harmony with nature, and each other, we'll stand, and 

bring order to chaos, hand in hand. The light of the life of the stone shed 

in my mind that in a world beset by challenges and strife, solutions 

emerge to mend our earthly life. With hope and vision, we can make a 

stand, to heal our planet and uplift our land. Let's rekindle our bond with 

nature's grace, preserve the Earth, our sacred dwelling place. Conserve, 

protect, and let sustainability thrive, in harmony with nature, our planet 

will survive. In the face of division, let unity be our creed, Break down 

the walls, plant love as the seed. Embrace diversity, let empathy bloom, 

in understanding and compassion, we'll find our room. Ignorance breeds 

confusion, let knowledge shine bright, educate the masses, empower 

with insight. In classrooms and hearts, let wisdom unfurl, with education 

as our beacon, we'll change the world. Extend a helping hand to those in 

need, for in compassion's embrace, we'll plant a seed. To eradicate 

hunger, poverty, and despair, together we'll ensure that all have their 

share. With invention's drive, we'll reach for the skies, solve problems 
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anew, let creativity arise. Inventions that heal, technology's might, will 

propel us forward, towards a future so bright. In conflicts that arise, let 

law and diplomacy guide, for in peaceful resolution, we'll find our stride. 

Lay down the weapons, let dialogue begin, In the pursuit of peace, let 

hearts truly win. Empower every soul, let equality reign, break down the 

barriers that cause others pain. In gender, race, and creed, let justice be 

our aim, with empowerment and fairness, we'll kindle the flame. 

Transition to clean energy, let the sun's rays shine, from the smallest 

grain of sand to the galaxies so vast, energy's the thread that weaves, in 

the cosmic lattice cast.  For now, for humanity, unlocking just secrets of 

the atom, where potential lies untamed, in the tiny metal lattice's 

ordered structure, where fusion is proclaimed. Nuclear fusion breaks 

free, in a burst of radiant might, releasing boundless energy, to 

illuminate the night. Harness the sustainable design, reduce the carbon 

surface chemistry, let the earth's voice be heard in melody, in a 

renewable and clean nuclear future, we'll protect every bird from being 

a sculpture. From space exploration to quantum computing's grace, 

room-temperature superconductors will set the pace. A world 

transformed, with possibilities untold, saving humanity's future, in this 

story to be told.  In labs and minds worldwide, the research takes flight, 

to harness this phenomenon, and make it shine so bright. A responsable 

future, where humanity will thrive, with room temperature 

superconductors, we'll make it more alive. Civilizations might have 

joined hands in unity's embrace, yet a spiritual rebellion altered the 

human race. Two hundred thousand years ago, a choice was made, but 

now it's time to unite, in a world that needs aid. In a world interlinked, 

let cooperation bloom, address global issues, dispel impending gloom. 

From earth change to health, let nations unite, in global cooperation, 
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we'll find our might.  Though the past is marked by division and divide, 

the future holds a promise, where unity will ride. In this interconnected 

world, we're bound by a thread, let's cast aside our differences, let 

cooperation spread. For earth changes looms large, a global challenge 

shared, health crises affect us all, no one can be spared. In unity, there's 

strength, a force we can't deny, it's time to come together, reach for the 

endless sky. Let's set aside the past, and learn from our mistakes, 

embrace a brighter future, for the world's and mankind's sake. In global 

cooperation, we'll find the strength to mend, a world that's torn asunder, 

into one we can transcend. So let the spirit of unity guide our path ahead, 

in this world interlinked, where hope is not inbred. From climate change 

to health, let nations now unite, in global cooperation, we'll find our 

shared light. Above all solutions, let love lead the way, with kindness in 

our hearts, we'll seize the day. For love is the answer, the bond that we 

share, in a world filled with love, we'll rise from despair. With these 

solutions, together we'll stride, to heal our world and let hope be our 

guide. In unity, compassion, and knowledge we'll find a brighter 

tomorrow for all of humankind. The Earth, once in spiritual quarantine's 

embrace, a world in isolation, in a confined space. But as the tides of time 

now shift and turn, a new dawn approaches, as we live and learn. The 

lessons of the past, the trials we've faced, have shown us that unity can't 

be erased. The Earth, like a phoenix, shall rise once more, as we open the 

doors to a brighter shore. No longer confined, we step into the light, with 

hope in our hearts and a future so bright. The quarantine ends, a new 

chapter begins, as we heal the world together, under the sun. From 

isolation to connection, we will transcend, for the Earth, our precious 

home, we must defend. No longer in quarantine, but united we stand, 

hand in hand with nature, in a harmonious land. Cherishing this planet, 
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our shelter and friend, and ensure that our actions align and blend. The 

Earth, released from universal quarantine's hold, a future of promise, as 

its stories are thought the universe retold. In God’s embrace, I find my 

way, I stray not from their guiding ray, hand in hand, we tread the 

splendid trails, eternal life's resplendent veils. In His divine presence, 

hunger shall sway, nor thirst in life's eternal day. Through valleys vast 

and realms of doubt, in solitude or with others about, triumph and falter, 

stars afar, your spirit tends, your angel's star, even in the depths of 

darkness' grasp, no doubt or fear shall ever clasp. For in the fullness of 

time's and in your glory's name, you'll lift me high, the same, to join you 

on celestial heights, where endless days and wondrous nights. Human 

beings are a paradox, they are a universal center of opposition to forces, 

the problem is in the competitive world box, and not in the children of 

human beings’ curses. Humans must think if the competitive world has 

to be like it is, or if it has to be in another way than a non-competitive 

quiz. The attitude has to dream, to desire that this competition ends, we 

are getting more and more close to that relative beam, for a future that 

blends. Machines will do replaces jobs, while we live in a society that had 

to produce for the common, although not for the common use, it’s 

evident that each human being cannot fulfil itself, must  fulfil itself in the 

part that is useful to its next one ... to others ... one day what is of rule 

for this global production campaign, things will be better in such an order 

that each human being will no longer need to participate in the this 

global production system and give to the world its individual touch and 

message. A human being is born a poet and an inventor of something 

that didn't exist in the world today. Entirely, an individual is a poet of life, 

human beings are not born to work they are born to create, to be the 

living and free poet.  It's an error to say that each person has such 
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qualities and such weaknesses, what we can say about people is that 

they have certain characteristics, as sometimes the weaknesses make 

good work, and the skills do the bad work. Exceptional cases are those 

that are in the entire world, each one of the humans is exceptional, each 

human being personality is unique in the entire universe, there is none 

like him/her of the billions of people in the world, each one of them is an 

exception. And everything that exists in the world should be an exception 

to those billions of exceptional human beings, but in the current society, 

the current conditions make us slowly look similar to each other. To 

those that reach resolutions and claim the truth there will be a point that 

capitalism no longer exists, and there will be all for all because all are an 

exception, and by then human beings can be in their true own lives of 

contemplating the world, and a creator to the world in a way the no one 

will be worried to do work but by being a certain living and creating "their 

object" in the world , the own identity and personality is an 

exceptionality in the entire universe, there is no one like you that is 

reading this, in this entire universe. In the realm where spirit dwells and 

dreams take flight, we tread upon this Earth, our path through endless 

night, but in our steps, a sacred truth unfurls, for walking here is like 

opening the path of the universe. With each footfall, we connect to 

cosmic grace, the stars above, a map of life's eternal chase, as we 

wander, seekers of the boundless unknown, we find that Earth herself is 

a universe all her own. Beneath our feet, she cradles secrets deep and 

vast, a lattice of life, present, future, and the past, in every whispering 

breeze, in each rustling tree, the universe unfolds its mysteries to you 

and me. With humble hearts, we step on sacred ground, where ancient 

wisdom and new wonders can be found, in every grain of sand, in every 

mountain's crest, we're opening the path, embarking on a quest. 
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Through meadows kissed by morning's golden light, or forests dark, 

where stars adorn the night, we walk with purpose, guided by the 

universe dance, our journey through this universe, a sacred trance. So let 

us wander, hand in hand with Gaia's grace, exploring the universe within 

this sacred space, for in the Earth, we find a boundless, cosmic verse, and 

with each step we take, we open the path of the universe. Time is 

constantly changing, what it was going to be, passed so quickly that it is 

nevermore… the patterns of acceleration arranging, leads to the 

reference of the core. I left the cave with no words to speak, the ancient 

light of the living stone, mentioned to me that "you are, and you will be", 

but not me, you reading this are. After I saw the civilizations of this 

sphere planet it was my time to dive into it. Dive into the consciousness 

of the living beings and into the spiritual depths of the earth. The touch 

entanglement of divinity is needed. The consciousness of the ultimate 

righteousness is superseded. A global citizen view, represents the 

ultimate earth evolution stage, while universal citizen view, the ultimate 

spiritual evolution stage, while an eternal citizen view, represents the 

ultimate soul evolution stage merged with divinity, but what about an 

infinite citizen view, the final eternity survival stage where eternity 

meets infinity? But could we move from the interior ring of the purpose 

of infinity O to the ring itself? How much more similar we could be like 

the heavenly Father in infinity here in the shape of eternity? “I'll let you 

dive into humanity now”, the living stone bow. I'm now part of humanity. 

I live now in gravity. In the dance of politics, a complex tale, from regions 

to nations, aspirations set sail. Yet, in this evolution, a struggle profound, 

inertia's grip on every level is found. Each step forward, a challenge to 

face, as scaffolding stages cling, a historical embrace. Loyalties 

entrenched, unwavering and strong, resisting the shift, as history 
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prolongs. Territorial roots run deep in our core, yet envision a world 

stage, we explore. Complications arise, loyalties entwine, A global body's 

birth, a journey divine. Five challenges major, on the world's grand stage, 

yet, the past lingers, a persistent cage. Evolution falters, in loyalty's 

domain, change is elusive, a political refrain. How can they still be so 

divided, not United, it's their fault, it's not their fault. The living stone 

whispered with no sound, the story with floating words in my mind. 
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The living stone story part II 

 

As Jacob and his team prepared for their journey to Tau Ceti e, the 

excitement in the spaceship was palpable. The interstellar 

communication had opened up a new chapter in human history, and the 

prospect of meeting another intelligent civilization was both thrilling and 

nerve-wracking. Meanwhile, Sayadina, having arrived in Luthar, 

gathered with Yadosson, Soyamina, and Yonessy. The briefing was 

intense, filled with details about the Yakis' pervasive control over the 

planet. The Yakis seemed to have an uncanny knowledge of the 

universe's laws, a power that made them formidable adversaries. 

Sayadina, however, was determined and focused on her mission, to 

liberate Luthar from the grip of the Yakis. Back in the spaceship, Jacob 

and his crew followed the map provided by Anauti's assistant, Supali. As 

they approached Tau Ceti e, the crew marvelled at the beauty of the alien 

world through the viewscreen. The landscape was unlike anything they 

had ever seen, exotic plants, vibrant colours, and a sky that danced with 

hues unseen on Earth. The spaceship descended gracefully, landing at 

the designated site. The alien beings, with features beyond human 

imagination, awaited their arrival. Anauti, the leader, stood at the 

forefront of the greeting party. The exchange of greetings was facilitated 

by a universal translator, ensuring clear communication between the 

two species. Anauti expressed gratitude for Jacob's peaceful intentions 

and the desire for mutual cooperation. The exchange of knowledge 

began, with both civilizations sharing their advancements in science, 

arts, and philosophy. The Beethoven melody resonated with the Tau 

Cetians, evoking emotions that transcended language barriers. As the 

two civilizations interacted, bonds were formed, and a sense of unity 
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emerged. It became evident that, despite their differences, the common 

thread of curiosity and the quest for knowledge bound them together. 

Simultaneously, Sayadina embarked on her mission in Luthar. She, along 

with her allies, strategically worked to dismantle the Yakis' control 

systems. Each step required precision and stealth, as the Yakis were an 

ever-watchful presence. The universe, with its eternal laws and 

evolutionary struggles, witnessed the unfolding events. In the grand 

lattice of existence, the meeting of Earth and Tau Ceti e marked a 

significant chapter, a testament to the potential for cooperation and 

understanding among diverse civilizations. As Jacob and his team 

continued to learn from the Tau Cetians and Sayadina battled the Yakis 

on Luthar, a profound realization echoed through the cosmos, the 

pursuit of knowledge and unity was a force that transcended the 

boundaries of planets and species, shaping the destiny of the 

interconnected universe. As the cultural exchange flourished between 

Earth and Tau Ceti e, Jacob and his team learned about advanced 

technologies, unique art forms, and the profound philosophy that guided 

the Tau Cetians. The Tau Cetians, in turn, were fascinated by human 

history, the diversity of life on Earth, and the tenacity of the human spirit.  

On Luthar, Sayadina and her team faced challenges from the Yakis. The 

control they had established over the planet was deeply rooted, 

requiring Sayadina to delve into her extensive training to outsmart the 

Yakis' strategic hold. The battles were fought not just with physical 

prowess but also with cunning tactics and strategic alliances formed with 

resistance groups on the planet. In the midst of this, a revelation 

occurred. The Yakis, despite their seemingly omniscient knowledge, 

were not invincible. They had vulnerabilities, and as Sayadina and her 

team exploited these weaknesses, the Yakis' grip on Luthar began to 
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loosen. The people, who had long lived under the shadow of oppression, 

started to regain hope. Back on Tau Ceti e, Jacob proposed a joint 

exploration mission. The idea was met with enthusiasm from both sides. 

Earth's technology and Tau Ceti's advanced understanding of the cosmos 

would complement each other. A shared spaceship, representing the 

union of their civilizations, was crafted. As the spaceship prepared for its 

interstellar journey, news of the liberation efforts on Luthar reached Tau 

Ceti e. Anauti, impressed by the resilience of the human spirit and 

Sayadina's bravery, offered assistance. They provided advanced 

technology to aid in the liberation, establishing a telepathic link between 

Sayadina and the Tau Cetian council for real-time support. The 

collaborative effort between Earth and Tau Ceti e became a beacon of 

hope for Luthar. The tides turned, and the Yakis found themselves facing 

a united front of humans and Tau Cetians, determined to free the planet 

from their oppressive rule. The battles on Luthar intensified, but the 

momentum was now with the resistance. Sayadina's strategic brilliance, 

coupled with the technological support from Tau Ceti e, pushed the Yakis 

to the brink. It was a turning point in the planet's history, a testament to 

the strength that unity and shared knowledge could bring. Back on the 

joint exploration spaceship, Jacob, Anauti, and their teams marvelled at 

the possibilities of interstellar collaboration. The universe, vast and 

mysterious, seemed to embrace the harmony that was emerging from 

the unlikely alliance between Earth and Tau Ceti e. As the spaceship 

made its way through the spiritual expanse, carrying the collective 

dreams and aspirations of two civilizations, a new era unfolded, one 

where the interconnectedness of the universe became a guiding 

principle for the evolution of intelligent life across the stars. The joint 

exploration spaceship, a symbol of unity between Earth and Tau Ceti e, 
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embarked on its interstellar journey with a sense of shared purpose. The 

crew, consisting of both humans and Tau Cetians, worked seamlessly 

together, exchanging knowledge and ideas during the voyage. The Tau 

Cetians between many things, for example, if they use the formula 

E=Mc2 and replace E with the plank constant energy, then they obtain 

the smallest form of mass in the universe, and recalculate string theory, 

special relativity and quantum physics from there to explain everything 

in the universe. As their high stage of human evolution these things were 

accepted to be disclosed, in one of them, they explain a new form of 

interstellar propulsion, that when a magnetically trapped cold neutron 

mass is hit by powerful argon laser to heat it up to four million kelvin, the 

evolving cylinder magnetic field is increased to stimulate a 

superconducting molecular metal/crystal band around the superheated 

mass, an apparent magnetic field-induced superconductivity, with the 

formation of antineutrinos and flux quantization driven by magnetic 

pressures, then the annihilations, the mass temperature could be 

increased to 24Million Kelvin (10x less than a quark gluon plasma) 

providing a 98% gamma ray thrust + 2% universal ray energy distribution, 

the exhaust length, that can achieve 3.5KM and thus a high energy 

photon propulsion. Also explain very quickly the formation of the 

universe where the energy of heaven (Absoluta) escapes infinity and 

transforms into pure eternal energy that permeate all space for the 

material creation (the Higgs field or Aether) from this field whirlpools of 

vibrational energy form little “particles” (quintencensses or highs 

particles) that are the building blocks of the material world. The higgs 

field level is void of all motion and all matter and potentially of all time, 

when motion occurs in this field with the vortexed particles (high 

spinning quintessences) being created, they continue to form and 
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expand exponentially, they are attracting to each other by liner gravity 

and rebounding on each other transferring around 100% of their energy 

up to impact their next quintessences with near 0 friction loss. When 

quintessences are created, each one brings one vector to the reality as 

we know and 2 vectors for complex space-the whirlpool of creation, 3 

quintessences make the 3D reality we know, the unification of the string 

theory, special relativity and quantum gravity. With the first motion 

occurring time have begun as the sequence of eternity, the time that 

takes a quintessence to travel in the field and hit another quintessence 

is the known speed of light 300000000 m/s (the time of transfer of 

energy between the building blocks of the universe at a certain 

frequency of motion). Then by unifying pressure of the quintessences, 

larger particles are created and also the natural creation of 

quintessences with different sizes, makes the large ones to start to travel 

through the small quintessences at near the speed of light, speed being 

sustained by inertia and linear gravity. Quintessences always attract each 

other and when a large quintessence finds another, they create a 

displacement of the small quintessences between them, then when they 

attract 2 or more reaching a quon state with around 12 large 

quintessences, like an icosahedron, they together will spin at very high 

velocities because of conservation of angular momentum. 

Then 3 quarks form the proton and neutron. The Gluon will help the 

proton to become a neutron and vice versa in a fraction of a second. 

There are 6 types of quarks, but we will stick to the up and down one as 

the other 4 are short lived. The difference between up and down quarks 

it’s their relative distance from the x axis of the quark cluster. The spin 

of the quark generates also waves/quintessential whirlpool stretches 

that interacts and meets at some point the waves from the quon and in 
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this wave intersection new large quintessences are formed, and the 

electron comes into existence as a vortex, thrown out of the atom and 

pulled back by the forces of gravity. The electron in a quantum basis is a 

Vortex of energy, bound as a quasi-particle in one-dimension X, but not 

bound in the other two dimensions y and Z, allowing dispersion in space-

time as a Vortex. Gravity (the energy-particle from pressure/friction 

forces in the quintessences), and photons (the energy which is not bound 

by matter and in turn energy which is not bound in space-time) promote 

also the connection of neutron-neutrons and protons-protons while the 

gluon promotes the connection between neutrons and protons by the 

swap of “roles”. Coming into being the three major atomic forces; strong, 

electro-Weak and gravity, each mediated by three force particles the 

gluon, photon and graviton respectively. These in turn, influence three 

types of particles, the quark, lepton, and by general relativity space-time 

itself. And so, the atom is formed. But as they traversed the cosmic 

tapestry, the crew encountered various celestial wonders. Tau Cetians 

shared their understanding of the fabric of space, weaving together the 

scientific and spiritual aspects of their knowledge. Human scientists 

marvelled at the advanced technology of Tau Ceti e, finding inspiration 

for new frontiers in their own scientific pursuits. On Luthar, the 

resistance gained momentum. Sayadina's leadership and the strategic 

support from Tau Ceti e turned the tide definitively against the Yakis. The 

people of Luthar, fueled by a newfound hope, rallied behind the 

resistance. The once-imposing control systems of the Yakis crumbled, 

and pockets of freedom emerged across the planet. Anauti, recognizing 

the progress on Luthar, extended an invitation to representatives from 

the liberated planet to join the joint exploration mission. This act of 

inclusivity resonated deeply with the people of Luthar, reinforcing the 
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notion that they were not isolated in the universe but part of a vast 

community of intelligent beings. The joint exploration spaceship reached 

the outskirts of a distant galaxy, where a celestial phenomenon of 

immense beauty awaited them. The crew, gathered in the observation 

deck, marvelled at the universe dance of nebulae and the birth of stars. 

Anauti, standing alongside Jacob, remarked, "In the grand lattice of the 

universe, every civilization contributes a unique thread. Together, we 

weave a story of shared exploration and understanding." On Luthar, 

celebrations erupted as the last vestiges of Yaki control were dismantled. 

Sayadina addressed the people, expressing gratitude for the support 

from both Earth and Tau Ceti e. She spoke of the interconnectedness of 

their struggles and the collective triumph that resulted from 

collaboration. As the joint exploration mission continued, the crew 

encountered a planet with a fragile ecosystem in need of preservation. 

Drawing on their collective wisdom, the humans and Tau Cetians worked 

together to develop sustainable solutions. The experience strengthened 

their resolve to explore the cosmos responsibly, respecting the delicate 

balance of life wherever they went.  The news of the joint exploration's 

success spread across the galaxies, inspiring other civilizations to 

consider the possibilities of collaboration. The universe, once a vast and 

mysterious expanse, now seemed more interconnected than ever. Back 

on Earth, celebrations erupted as well. The successful contact with Tau 

Ceti e and the liberation of Luthar became pivotal moments in human 

history. The spirit of cooperation and the shared pursuit of knowledge 

became guiding principles for a future where the boundaries between 

planets were bridges, not barriers. As the joint exploration spaceship 

continued its journey through the cosmos, a beacon of hope and unity, 

it carried with it the aspirations of multiple civilizations, creating a ripple 
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effect that transcended the boundaries of space and time, a testament 

to the boundless potential of intelligent life in the grand lattice of the 

universe. The joint exploration spaceship, now a symbol of interspecies 

cooperation, ventured further into uncharted universal territories. Along 

their journey, the crew encountered civilizations with unique 

perspectives, cultures, and technologies. Each encounter became an 

opportunity for mutual learning and understanding, enriching the 

collective knowledge of the interstellar alliance. The liberated 

Lutharians, having joined the crew, brought their own wisdom and 

experiences to the diverse group. Sayadina, now an ambassador for her 

people, played a crucial role in fostering diplomatic relations and sharing 

the story of Luthar's triumph over oppression. As the joint exploration 

mission expanded its reach, it became a catalyst for a universal alliance 

of civilizations. Representatives from various planets convened in a 

universe assembly to discuss matters of mutual interest, peace, 

knowledge exchange, and the preservation of universal balance. Anauti, 

Jacob, and Sayadina emerged as key figures in this unprecedented 

spiritual coalition. The alliance faced challenges too. There were universe 

anomalies, ancient mysteries, and ethical dilemmas that required 

collective wisdom to navigate. The crew, now a harmonious blend of 

humans, Tau Cetians, and Lutharians, embraced their roles as stewards 

of cosmic harmony, working together to overcome each obstacle. On 

Earth, the news of the joint exploration's success and the universe 

alliance captured the imagination of people worldwide. The shared 

dream of a united universe inspired a new era of scientific collaboration, 

cultural exchange, and planetary cooperation. Earth became a beacon of 

progress and unity, actively contributing to the interstellar alliance. As 

the universe assembly convened on a neutral planet, representatives 
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shared their achievements and challenges. A universal language, 

blending elements of Earth's alphabets and Tau Cetians' symbols, 

emerged as a means of communication. Beethoven's music, the 

universal language of emotions, resonated through the assembly, 

creating a bond that transcended spoken words. The joint exploration 

spaceship, now a symbol of unity and shared purpose, continued its 

voyage. Its mission expanded beyond exploration to include the 

preservation of universe biodiversity and the advancement of scientific 

understanding. The crew became ambassadors of peace, promoting 

cooperation among civilizations and ensuring that the lessons learned 

from Luthar were shared across the galaxies. On Luthar, the planet's 

rejuvenation was evident. The scars of Yaki oppression were replaced by 

flourishing landscapes and thriving communities. The Lutharians, once 

oppressed, now stood as equals among their interstellar peers, 

contributing their unique perspectives to the universe alliance. In the 

grand march of the universes through space, the alliance of civilizations 

became a shining example of what intelligent life could achieve when 

united by common goals. The interconnectedness of galaxies and the 

shared destiny of sentient beings were no longer abstract concepts but 

lived realities. As the joint exploration spaceship sailed through the 

spiritual sea, its crew looked ahead to new horizons, knowing that the 

journey was not just about reaching distant stars but about forging 

lasting connections among the myriad civilizations that adorned the 

universe's lattice. The universe, now more than ever, seemed to echo 

with the harmonious melody of collaboration and understanding, a 

testament to the infinite possibilities that awaited those who dared to 

explore and unite. As the joint exploration spaceship continued its 

universal odyssey, the interstellar alliance faced an unprecedented 
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challenge, a universe anomaly threatening to destabilize the very fabric 

of space-time. The crew, representing Earth, Tau Ceti e, and Luthar, 

gathered their collective knowledge to address the anomaly. Anauti, 

drawing on the ancient wisdom of the Tau Cetians, revealed that such 

anomalies were rare but not unknown. The alliance engaged in a 

collaborative effort to understand the anomaly's origins and find a 

solution to prevent its catastrophic effects on neighbouring star systems. 

Sayadina, having experienced spiritual energies during her training, 

offered insights into the mystical aspects of the anomaly. Through a 

combination of advanced technology and metaphysical understanding, 

the crew devised a plan to create a harmonious resonance that could 

stabilize the anomaly and restore spiritual balance. The universe 

assembly convened once again, this time to discuss the impending 

threat. Representatives from diverse civilizations shared their knowledge 

and proposed solutions. The universal language, now embraced by all, 

facilitated clear communication, fostering a sense of unity in the face of 

adversity. As the joint effort unfolded, a universal orchestra emerged, a 

symphony of Earthly ingenuity, Tau Cetian wisdom, and the resilience of 

Lutharian spirits. The crew, guided by a shared purpose, implemented 

the plan to stabilize the anomaly. The universe energies intertwined with 

Beethoven's music, creating a resonance that echoed through the 

cosmos. The anomaly, once a looming threat, began to diminish, its 

destabilizing influence waning. The crew witnessed the cosmic lattice 

reshaping itself, the colours of the universe blending in harmony once 

more. The success of the alliance's collaborative effort resonated across 

the galaxies. Messages of gratitude and admiration flowed from distant 

civilizations. The joint exploration spaceship became a beacon of hope, 

symbolizing the triumph of cooperation over spiritual challenges. 
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Emboldened by their success, the interstellar alliance expanded its 

efforts. They established spiritual outposts, hubs of knowledge and 

cultural exchange, fostering a shared understanding among civilizations. 

The alliance also dedicated resources to explore the mysteries of the 

universe, pushing the boundaries of scientific knowledge. On Earth, Tau 

Ceti e, and Luthar, celebrations erupted. The once-isolated planets now 

stood united, bound by the shared experiences of triumph and 

collaboration. The joint exploration spaceship, having fulfilled its initial 

mission, became a universe ambassador, fostering ongoing relations 

between civilizations. As the crew prepared to return to their respective 

homes, a sense of gratitude and camaraderie filled the spaceship. The 

crew members, having formed deep bonds during their universe journey, 

exchanged promises of continued collaboration and friendship. The 

universe, vast and ever evolving, embraced the interconnectedness 

forged by the interstellar alliance. The joint exploration, initially a 

mission of discovery, had become a transformative journey, proving that 

the collaborative spirit could overcome even the most daunting 

challenges in the life dance of existence. With the universe anomaly 

stabilized and the interstellar alliance celebrating their victory, the joint 

exploration spaceship turned its course towards Earth. The crew, a 

diverse assembly of humans, Tau Cetians, and Lutharians, shared stories 

of their adventures and the wisdom gained from their encounters with 

other civilizations. As the spaceship approaches Earth, a global sense of 

anticipation and excitement spreads. People from all corners of the 

planet awaited the return of the cosmic pioneers who had ventured into 

the unknown. The joint exploration mission had not only brought back 

knowledge but had also fostered a newfound sense of unity among 

Earth's inhabitants. Upon landing, the crew was greeted by cheering 
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crowds, representing the mosaic of humanity. Governments, long ago 

divided by borders and ideologies, now found even better common 

ground in the shared triumphs of the interstellar alliance. The universal 

language, a testament to the collaboration among civilizations, began to 

take root in Earth's educational systems. In the following months, Earth 

witnessed a renaissance of scientific and cultural exchange. The 

alliance's discoveries, combined with Tau Cetian advancements and 

Lutharian resilience, propelled humanity into a new era of progress. The 

joint exploration had not only expanded the frontiers of knowledge but 

had also sparked a collective drive for innovation and cooperation. 

Sayadina, Anauti, and Jacob emerged as global ambassadors, bridging 

the gap between Earth and the interstellar alliance. United by a shared 

vision, they worked together to address global challenges, harnessing 

the wisdom gained from their universe journey. In the spirit of inclusivity, 

representatives from Earth, Tau Ceti e, and Luthar formed the Galactic 

Council, a governing body committed to preserving peace, promoting 

understanding, and addressing the spiritual responsibilities that came 

with interstellar exploration. As Earth flourished with newfound 

knowledge, the joint exploration spaceship underwent upgrades for its 

next journey. The crew, now expanded to include ambassadors from 

other civilizations, set their sights on unexplored regions of the cosmos. 

Their mission: to continue building bridges between worlds and fostering 

a lattice of interconnected civilizations. The interstellar alliance became 

a model for universe governance, influencing neighbouring star systems 

to embrace collaboration over conflict. The lessons learned from Luthar's 

liberation, and the stabilization of the universe anomaly served as 

guiding principles for the alliance's endeavours. Back on Luthar, the 

planet thrived under the guidance of its liberated inhabitants. 
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Lutharians, having experienced the resilience of the human spirit and the 

wisdom of the Tau Cetians, embraced their role as contributors to the 

universe alliance. The scars of Yaki oppression were replaced by 

monuments of shared achievement. The universe, vast and infinite, 

witnessed the ongoing saga of the interstellar alliance. The joint 

exploration spaceship, now a symbol of hope and cooperation, 

embarked on a perpetual journey through the cosmos. Each planet it 

visited, each civilization it encountered, became a new thread woven 

into the ever-expanding lattice of interconnectedness. As the spaceship 

disappeared into the universe horizon, a profound realization echoed 

through the galaxies, that the collaborative spirit, born from the meeting 

of Earth, Tau Ceti e, and Luthar, was an enduring force, shaping the 

destiny of the universe in a harmonious dance of spiritual unity. Amidst 

the celebrations and spiritual endeavours, Sayadina found a moment of 

quiet reflection. As the joint exploration spaceship prepared for its 

ongoing journey, she felt a longing for a connection that transcended the 

interstellar adventures, a connection with Ariel, the husband she had left 

on Earth. Ariel, who lost his faith in waiting for her return, stood at the 

designated meeting point. The air was charged with a mix of anticipation 

and a hint of uncertainty. Their eyes met, and in that shared gaze, a 

universe of unspoken emotions unfolded. Sayadina, her universal attire 

blending seamlessly with Earthly fashion, approached Ariel. The years of 

separation melted away in the warmth of their embrace. There, in the 

midst of the bustling interstellar hub, they found a moment of quiet 

reunion. Ariel, his eyes reflecting the stars Sayadina had traversed, spoke 

first, "You've been to worlds beyond imagination, and yet, in this 

moment, everything else fades away. Welcome back, Sayadina." 

Sayadina, holding back tears of joy, responded, "Ariel, my love, the 
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cosmos was vast and wondrous, but it pales in comparison to the 

connection we share. I've missed you more than words can express." 

They shared stories of their respective journeys, Ariel's life on Earth, the 

challenges he faced in her and Jacob absence, and Sayadina's universe 

adventures, the civilizations she encountered, and the friendships forged 

across the galaxies. Amidst the tales of universe wonders and earthly 

trials, there was a sense of renewal, a reaffirmation of the bond that had 

withstood the vastness of space. The joint exploration mission, though 

monumental, had not diminished the significance of the personal 

relationships that anchored them to their home planet. As the universe 

alliance continued its endeavours, Sayadina and Ariel found solace in 

knowing that their love was a constant, unaffected by the universe 

distances. Sayadina, now a universe ambassador, brought Ariel into the 

fold, introducing him to the interstellar community and the collaborative 

spirit that defined their era. Together, they faced the challenges and joys 

that life presented. Ariel, inspired by Sayadina's experiences, embraced 

the spirit of exploration on Earth. The universal language and shared 

knowledge became not just a bridge between planets but a bond 

between their hearts. In the grand lattice of the cosmos, Sayadina and 

Ariel stood as a testament to the enduring power of love. As the joint 

exploration spaceship embarked on new adventures, they found comfort 

in knowing that no matter the universe distances, the connection they 

shared would remain a guiding star in their intertwined destinies. 

Sayadina and Ariel's reunion became a source of inspiration for those on 

Earth and beyond. Their love story, navigating the challenges of universe 

exploration and personal connection, resonated with people across the 

galaxies. As ambassadors of both Earth and the interstellar alliance, 

Sayadina and Ariel played a pivotal role in fostering understanding 
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between civilizations. Ariel, with his Earthly perspective, became a voice 

of relatability in the universal assembly. Together, they addressed not 

only the scientific and diplomatic challenges but also the emotional 

nuances of interstellar collaboration. The joint exploration spaceship, 

now upgraded with the latest advancements from Tau Ceti e and Earth, 

embarked on a new phase of its journey. Sayadina and Ariel, their shared 

experiences etched into their beings, continued to navigate the universe 

sea hand in hand. Their love, a beacon of unity, influenced the crew and 

ambassadors alike, reminding them that amidst the vastness of the 

universe, personal connections were the true treasures. Back on Earth, 

the joint efforts of Sayadina and Ariel contributed to a global 

renaissance. The scientific breakthroughs from the interstellar alliance, 

coupled with the universal language and shared knowledge, propelled 

humanity into an era of unprecedented progress. Earth became a hub 

for cultural exchange, scientific collaboration, and the celebration of 

diversity. Sayadina and Ariel, in the spirit of interconnectedness, invited 

representatives from various civilizations to visit Earth. The planetary 

exchange program flourished, allowing beings from distant stars to 

experience the rich lattice of life on Earth. This cultural intermingling 

further strengthened the bonds of the interstellar alliance. As Earth 

thrived, Sayadina and Ariel became symbols of balance, balancing the 

spiritual responsibilities of the alliance with the personal joys of life on 

Earth. Their story, shared in classrooms and communal gatherings, 

became a timeless reminder that, regardless of the universe's distances, 

love and connection remained fundamental to the human experience. 

The Galactic Council, led by Anauti, Jacob, Sayadina, and other 

representatives, faced new challenges. Universe anomalies, ancient 

mysteries, and the exploration of uncharted territories kept the alliance 
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on its toes. The crew of the joint exploration spaceship, now comprised 

of beings from various civilizations, brought their unique perspectives to 

each encounter, enriching the collective understanding of the cosmos. 

Amidst their endeavours, Sayadina and Ariel decided to establish a 

foundation on Earth, a center for the study of interstellar relations, 

cultural exchange, and the preservation of Earth's biodiversity. The 

foundation served as a beacon for aspiring scientists, explorers, and 

artists, fostering a legacy of collaboration that would endure for 

generations. The universe, in its eternal march through space, witnessed 

the ongoing saga of the interstellar alliance, where the bonds forged 

between Earth, Tau Ceti e, and Luthar became a testament to the infinite 

possibilities of collaboration. As the joint exploration spaceship 

continued its voyage, it carried with it the hopes, dreams, and 

interconnected stories of civilizations bound by a shared destiny in the 

vast cosmos. 
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In the middle  

 

In the landscape of a shared democracy, where voices unite, deeply 

helping human beings becomes a shared light. The echoes of compassion 

reverberate through the halls, a symphony of empathy, where each 

citizen calls. In this shared system, the roots run democratic and free, a 

lattice woven with threads of quality. To deeply help, we must nurture 

the democratic soil, where every voice matters, where every heart can 

toil. The competitive world, now transformed into a space, where 

cooperation blooms, replacing the race. In the shared system's embrace, 

a collaborative dance, a unity of purpose, where all have a chance. 

Machines, the tools of progress, no longer a threat, but instruments 

aiding humanity, erasing the fret. Producing for the common, not just for 

the few, in this shared democracy, a vision anew. Individual touch and 

message, the heartbeat of the nation, every voice, a valuable 

manifestation. Human beings, born poets and inventors so bright, 

creating a future where dreams take flight. Exceptional cases no longer 

exceptions, in the shared system, diverse reflections. Resolutions and 

truth, foundations so strong, a democracy where all rights belong. 

Capitalism transformed, a metamorphosis grand, into a shared economy, 

where resources expand. In the realm where spirit dwells, dreams unfurl, 

deep help, a democratic right for every boy and girl. Hand in hand with 

Gaia's grace, exploring the shared space, a democracy where 

compassion sets the pace. In Earth's embrace, a universe verse, with 

each vote taken, deepening the help we disperse. Time's river flowing 

free, in the shared democracy, deep help is a bridge to eternity. Leaving 

behind old norms, embracing the new, the living stone's guidance, 

compassion in view. Diving into consciousness, a shared dive profound, 
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entangled with divinity, where compassion is found. A global citizen 

view, an evolution stage, where democracy thrives, bridging every age. 

In the dance of politics, a shared ballet, compassion leading the way. A 

struggle profound, inertia we shake, as history unfolds, new chapters to 

make. Territorial roots running deep, but in a shared system, compassion 

seeps. Complications arise, loyalties entwine, yet deep help is a choice, a 

path divine. Five challenges major, on the world's grand stage, 

Democracy's strength, a guiding sage. Evolution falters in loyalty's 

domain, deep help, a balm healing every pain. As the living stone 

whispered with no sound, the story continues, floating words unbound. 

In the shared democracy's quest to deeply help humankind, compassion 

remains the key, the eternal bind. In the heart of the shared democracy, 

a realization takes flight, that education is the beacon, the pathway to 

the light. For democracy to flourish, minds must be free, with knowledge 

as the compass, guiding you and me. In this shared system, where every 

voice is heard, education becomes the cornerstone, an empowering 

word. Not just for the elite, but for all to embrace, a tool of liberation, 

bringing equity to every face. The competitive world transformed into a 

learning sphere, where curiosity reigns, dispelling every fear. In the 

shared democracy's embrace, education takes the lead, a transformative 

force for every creed. Machines, not just as tools, but as partners in the 

quest, to enhance education, providing access to the best. Producing not 

just for the common, but for common learning, in this shared democracy, 

a flame forever burning. Individuality celebrated, a poem in each mind, 

inventors emerging, their creativity unconfined. Exceptional cases are 

now the norm, as education unlocks every mind's dorm. Resolutions and 

truth finding their home, in an educated society, where minds freely 

roam. Capitalism's transformation, now intertwined, with an educated 
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populace, progress of every kind. In the realm where spirit dwells, 

dreams take form, education, the catalyst for every reform. Hand in hand 

with Gaia's grace, exploring the shared space, a democracy where 

education sets the pace. In Earth's embrace, a universe verse, with each 

lesson learned, deepening the help we disperse. Time's river flowing 

free, in the shared democracy, education, the bridge to eternity. Leaving 

behind old norms, embracing the new, the living stone's guidance, 

education in view. Diving into consciousness, a shared drive profound, 

education and divinity, where wisdom is found. A global citizen view, an 

evolution stage, where education is revered in every age. In the dance of 

politics, a shared ballet, with knowledge leading the way. A struggle 

profound, ignorance to shake, as history unfolds, enlightened minds to 

make. Territorial roots run deep, but in a shared system, education 

seeps. Complications arise, but minds intertwine, with education as the 

guide, a path divine. Five challenges major, on the world's grand stage, 

democracy and education, an unbreakable sage. Evolution falters in 

ignorance's domain, education, the remedy, breaking every chain. As the 

living stone whispered with no sound, the story continues, with 

education unbound. In the shared democracy's quest to deeply help 

humankind, knowledge remains the key, the eternal bind. Indeed, 

democracy, a construct of civilization's design, a delicate balance, where 

perils and virtues entwine. Caution is the guide in this societal sphere, 

for dangers lurk, voices of concern we must hear. Glorification of 

mediocrity, a shadow in the light, when excellence falters, obscured by 

average might. In the shared democracy, where voices are heard, a 

challenge to discern brilliance from the blurred. Choice of rulers, a crucial 

decision to make, yet the danger lies when ignorance is at stake. In the 

hands of the uninformed and base, a democracy risks a perilous chase. 
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Failure to recognize the facts of social evolution, a potential flaw in 

democracy's constitution. As societies evolve, understanding must grow, 

to navigate the currents, let wisdom's river flow. Universal suffrage, a 

democratic dream, but in uneducated majorities, dangers may gleam. An 

indolent majority, asleep at the wheel, a democracy's foundation, it may 

peel. Slavery to public opinion, a risk so stark, for the majority, not always 

on target, hits the mark. 

In the dance of democracy, opinions sway, yet truth sometimes lost in 

the public display. Caution, a beacon in democracy's sea, to navigate the 

dangers, a thoughtful decree. For in the shared system, where voices 

hold sway, wisdom must guide each step and every relay. Democracy, a 

right of choices and voices, where perils and virtues make diverse 

choices. In recognizing the dangers, we strengthen the sail, guided by 

wisdom, democracy will prevail. Sometimes Democracy doesn't bring 

the right results, but it brings the right way of doing things, like when you 

aim for the high value of adults, and the education of universal strings. 

In the fabric of existence, threads entwine, philosophy and unity, a dance 

divine. See beyond borders, a collective soul, in every heart, a 

harmonious goal. Connect with the essence, a universal thread, where 

God's whispers echo, in silence spread. Philosophy weaves through the 

fabric of minds, a tool of wisdom, where unity binds. Feel the rhythm of 

the universe dance, in every step, a shared chance. Philosophy's gaze, a 

lens to perceive, the interconnectedness, all can achieve. God's 

reflection in each fleeting moment, a sacred bond, in every component. 

Philosophy guides, like stars in the night, Illuminating the path to restore 

Earth's light. Plan with purpose, a blueprint divine, 

To heal the wounds, let love entwine. In unity's embrace, find strength 

anew, restore the balance, let compassion accrue. Philosophy, a 
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compass, morality's guide, in the stream of life, let empathy reside. 

Connect with the Earth, a sacred trust, guardians of existence, in God, 

we trust. So, weave the verses, a hymn of unity, philosophy's embrace, a 

global community. Restore the system, with love as the guide, in the 

symphony of existence, let peace reside. Why can’t humans unite? How 

can humans unite? Even every impulse of every electron, thought, or 

spirit is an acting unit in the whole universe bright. In the vast expanse 

of the universe sea, every unit, a note in the melody. Regarded as a part, 

in unity's embrace, survival intertwined, in a harmonious space. 

Cooperation echoes in the cosmic hum, a dance of parts, where all units 

become, interwoven threads in the grand design, wholehearted desire, 

a purpose divine. The universe's plan, a symphony of will, survival's key, 

in harmony to fulfil. Perfect willingness, like stars aligned, to do the 

Father's will, a purpose defined. Each part contributes to the score, a 

willingness to learn, to explore. In unity's rhythm, survival's sweet song, 

a dance with purpose, where all belong. So let every unit heed the 

universe call, cooperate, survive, and stand tall. Wholehearted and 

willing, a celestial skill, in the divine will, the universe's quill. For in the 

fabric of existence, each part plays a role, a work of divine art. Survival 

through cooperation, a spiritual decree, in perfect willingness, set the 

spirit free. 

Awake, dear friend, with courage rise, a human of strength before our 

eyes. In shadows deep, where troubles loom, confront the obstacles, 

dispel the gloom. Surrounded by foes, both small and slight, yet universe 

forces favour your fight. The sun salutes, a daily decree, powerful and 

prosperous, it salutes thee. A body robust, with muscles strong, yet 

languishing in sorrow, you've stayed too long. The mountainside, a seat 

of despair, but greatness calls, if you dare to care. Escape not from 
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thyself, for real you are, living problems, like an unyielding star. Clear is 

your mind, capable and keen, a guide for the body, a force unseen. Let 

not fear, like a beast untamed, dictate your actions, leaving you maimed. 

Your mind, a courageous ally in strife, not a slave to fear, but the essence 

of life. Unshackle the spirit, potential untold, within you resides a power 

to behold. A beacon of faith, radiant and bright, vanquishing fear with 

the force of light. Release the fetters, let courage reign, a spiritual 

journey, breaking fear's chain. Love for your fellows, a radiant art, born 

from the knowledge, you're a child of God's heart. 

 

The living stone is still here like a light that ends all fear. Shall secrets of 

the universe be slowly unfold or halted? if they are still too immature? 

Or are they just distracted? What makes them pure? In the universe 

dance of quintessence's play, matter's structure weaves, in a mystical 

array. From first principles, a revelation profound, wave-particle duality, 

in quintessence found. Matter forms, a dance of quintessences' might, 

frequency and wavelength, harmonize in light. Vibrations of 

quintessence sculpt the song, in the spiritual symphony, where all 

belong. The essence of matter, a dance of waves, quintessence's secret 

E=plank*c2, the universe craves. Frequency, a reflection of 

quintessences' count, in the code, a mystical amount. E=hf, a formula 

profound and clear, derived from quintessences, drawing near. Photon's 

effective mass, a key, number of quintessences, the frequency decree. 

Wavelength of matter, a dance of quintessence, in the ballet, a divine 

presence. Wave-particle duality, matter's mystery, quintessence's 

composition, the symphony. In the electron's sphere, quintessences 

play, numbered by velocity, in an array. Frequency, a dance with 

relativistic might, in the dance of cosmic light. De Broglie's equation, a 
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revelation bright, wavelength of matter, in quintessence's light. 

Relativistic momentum, an embrace, number of quintessences, in the 

dance of grace. λ=h/p, a fundamental truth revealed, in quintessence's 

embrace, the mystery unsealed. Wavelength of matter, a dance, 

quintessence's composition, in every chance. As matter and light 

intertwine their fate, quintessence's presence, the cosmic gate. 

Wavelength and frequency, in universe unity, a dance of quintessences, 

in eternal continuity. In the dance of cosmos, the lattice unveiled, space-

time's secrets in verse detailed. Three dimensions of reality unfold, a 

deeper understanding, a tale to be told. Einstein's photon, not just a 

wave, a helical ringlet in dimensions brave. Spinning in the X vector, a 

spiritual spin, a dance of light, where truths begin. Radius of the ringlet, 

λ/2π, vibrations in vectors, a spree. X, Y, Z, the dance of the photon, a 

three-dimensional wave, a dawn.  Space-time, a lattice, dimensions 

three, capacitance and permeability, a decree. Constants εo and μo in 

play, defined by quintessences, in a mystical way. Direction X, the travel's 

guide, quintessences outward, expansion beside. Three create visible 

space-time's delight, reciprocal dance, vectors unite. Permittivity (εo), a 

measure of space, dependent on quintessences' embrace. Permeability 

(μo), a force in the dance, dependent on density, in expanse. Product of 

εo and μo, a constant revered, speed of light, in equations steered. C=1/ 

εoμo, a connection, a lattice created, in perfection. Quintessences travel, 

an ether, non-static dance, relativity's tether. Einstein's words echo, 

space without ether, naught, quintessence's presence, in every thought. 

Recent evidence, a nod, quintessence's role, a universe odd. One-third 

matter, two-thirds the dance, a universal symphony, in quintessence 

trance.  Intrinsically charged matter interacts, with lattice of 

quintessences, a universe act. Mass perceived, a dance of charge, 
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electrical vectors, a reality discharge. Quintessences vibrate, Planck's 

length in play, pass through vectors, where mass holds sway. Vibration 

endows, a non-rest mass, universe dance, in the quantum brass. Minimal 

mass, h/c², a code, Planck's constant and speed bestowed. Energy 

equivalence, a rhyme, C=1/ εoμo, a dance through time. General 

relativity, space-time's mold, altered by quintessences, a story told. 

Density shifts, a key, in the dance of quintessences, reality. Underlying 

matter, quintessence's grace, a single dance, in the space space. 

Vibrating strings, a string theory, constituents of matter, quintessence's 

query. Equation general, for quintessences' play, mass/quintessences 

mass, in the universal ballet. Electron's mass, in quintessences' embrace, 

determined by dance, in grace. In the realm of electrons, a ballet, 

complex space unfolds, a mystical array. Quantum secrets, a dance so 

grand, particles and anti-particles, hand in hand. Charge of the electron, 

a metric tensor's tale, dimensions six, in complex space, they sail. Three 

in real space, where vectors dwell, speed of light in realms, a spell. 

Equation formed, a dance in metrics, speeds and conjugates, in complex 

physics. Electron's form, in mathematical grace, dimensions intertwined, 

in the quantum space. In the dance, electrons entwine, quintessences in 

a square root design. A tendency to pair, a universe ballet, forming 

spheres, in a quantum relay. Up and down spins, in a dance so grand, 

superimpose to create a strand. Complete spheres emerge, varying and 

vast, electron pairing, a dance that will last. Pauli's principle, in the 

quantum lore, exclusion explained, in pairs they explore. Reactivity of 

valence, a universal rhyme, electron densities, in space and time. 

Chemistry's existence, in pairings found, quintessences' dance, a 

chemistry bound. Superconductivity, a cosmic quest, first principles 

unfold, in nature's nest. Complex and real vectors, a fusion rare, 
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superimposed sphere, a universe affair. Perfectly paired, with a radius 

clear, Charge of 2.59x10⁻³⁸ C, in the quantum sphere. A spiritual code, 

superconductivity explained, in nature's abode. Cooper pairs dance, at 

supercooled sites, stable entities formed, in quantum lights. Angular 

momentum cancels, a cosmic hush, charge of e2 , in the quantum crush. 

19 orders of magnitude less charge, a charge so light, resistance reduced, 

in the quantum night. Effective reduction, a cosmic key, 

superconductivity's mystery, set free. Cooper pairs release, a dance 

complete, electrical interactions, in the quantum fleet. In the universe 

dance, where gravitons prance, a tale of forces, in quintessence, we 

enhance. The gravitational constant, a key to the show, in equations, it 

whispers secrets we must know. Substitute, calculate, in the cosmic play, 

9-dimensional formula xxi (sqrt(-1)) a formula to guide the 3D and 6D 

complex space way. Gravitons, elusive, in the cosmic tide, directly 

related to the speed of light, their essence cannot hide. G constant, a 

celestial rhyme, mass, radius, and structure, in space-time. A 

gravitational force, a universe ballet, fundamental radius in 

quintessence's sway. G, the constant, a dance of gravitons and more, in 

the spiritual symphony, their secrets they pour. In the cosmic weave, 

where forces entwine, magnetism's pulse, in gravitational design. Waves 

that ripple, unseen and untold, a dance of fields, in mysteries unfold. 

Magnetism whispers, a gravitational tale, pulsing through space, in a 

rhythmic trail. Gravity, a pressure force in the higgs particles, a universal 

decree, prevents absolute zero, in the spiritual sea. Absolute zero's 

grasp, a chill so profound, yet gravity lingers, a warmth to be found. In 

the void of space, where temperatures dive, gravity's embrace ensures 

nothing can connive. Pulsed gravity waves, a cosmic duet, in the vast 

orchestra, where forces beget. Magnetism's dance, gravity's hold, a 
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symphony of forces, forever untold. It was in the depths of every living 

being's consciousness, as the Father in heaven is so close and far away, 

that I found the universe, that I found infinity. The infinity in finity, the 

infinity in finity. The two only spaces of infinity, the infinity and infinity 

in finity, in other words infinity spaces of infinity. Within the mind's 

expanse, a universe resides, in the cosmic terrain where thoughts 

coincide. galaxies of memories, constellations of dreams, a celestial 

canvas, where consciousness beams. Neurons firing, like stars in the 

night, a mental cosmos, infinitely bright. Ideas orbiting, like planets in 

flight, in the mind's vast expanse, both day and night. Emotions form 

nebulae, swirling in space, in the universe within, a complex embrace. 

Parallel realities, like dimensions unfold, in the cosmic theatre of stories 

untold. Perceptions and feelings, like cosmic dust, a universe within, in 

cognition's trust. Each thought, a star, each memory, a sun, in the human 

mind, the cosmos is spun. From quantum thoughts to galaxies grand, the 

universe fits in the mind of each woman and man. A cognitive cosmos, a 

conscious array, in the intricate dance of thoughts, every day. Everytime, 

you see and know a living conscious being you can see why the universe 

and time was created for them. See the line above the text and not the 

text, because the text is the text, and the line is the line. The warriors of 

God are those that fight with a bright light sword of love and that hit back 

with a hammer of goodness, that push back with kindness, that give to 

all those that ask from them, and that for goodness of His Love unite with 

all as part of the whole. So as the particles were at war in the big bang as 

the universe expanded order took place, so as humanity was at war on 

the big earth as the universe expanded order took place. The universe 

inside infinity of each human mind? or outer space? There is no 

difference. It doesn't matter to the highest absolute unqualified form of 
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purity and infinity. It is so pure it cannot be said. It's so pure it cannot be 

said. It's so pure it cannot be said. Such a love cannot be said. Such a love 

cannot be said. Such a love cannot be said.  

In the dance of stars and cosmic glow, consciousness travels, a celestial 

show. No need for vessels, no need for wings, in the universe, where 

consciousness sings. A language beyond words, in silent hums, through 

galaxies, where thought becomes. No need for movement, in the vast 

expanse, communications cosmic, a timeless dance. Through the fabric 

of space-time weave, consciousness journeys, with none to deceive. 

Travelling without moving, in the spiritual stream, a universal dialogue, 

beyond what eyes may dream. Universe communications via the 

consciousness that unites us all, all are listening, you just need to make 

the first call. It's impressive to see the number of beings watching this 

earth taking care of it and of humanity, as if it was the only planet in the 

entire universe. One of the most diverse planets in the entire universe, 

is now even more known due the gift of the presence of our Universal 

leader Jesus. If the other beings can listen to the choirs of humans 

though, He can listen even better and deep into their hearts, from 

anywhere in the universe charts. Then the winter of chaos is over, the 

spring will arrive, and He might visit in the summer. He who made the 

eyes shall he not see? He who made the ears shall he not listen? There is 

nothing more to say, there is only an evidence and mathematical way, 

do human beings need to see evidence of divinity to believe infinity or 

tune in the divinity within? The Father speaks to everyone in an 

individual way, to those that want to listen. Hello, souls weaving fate's 

array, in the universe dance of eternity. Wins and losses, dreams that 

sway, yet through it all, souls find their way. A journey written in the 

stars, destiny, a dance that leaves no scars. In the eons of existence 
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untold, living destiny, a story to unfold. Earthly moments, fleeting and 

bright, yet, in the soul's eternal night, the value of living destiny, 

outshines the earthly reverie. Wins may sparkle, losses may sting, yet 

each moment carries a sacred ring. Destiny's call, a cosmic tune, in the 

timeless dance of the moon. For in the grand celestial scheme, each 

soul's journey, a cosmic dream. Wins and losses, but oh, the living, in the 

soul's ledger, ever giving. So, dialling destiny with every breath, embrace 

the now, dismiss the rest. In the long eternal life of a soul, living destiny 

remains the ultimate goal. In the universe dance of energy's might, a 

notion springs forth, a dazzling light. From pure energy, matter may 

weave, atoms and objects, a reality conceive. In the quantum stage, 

where particles play, energy transforms in a mysterious ballet. Vacuum 

fluctuations, a subtle trance, particles emerge, engage, and dance. 

Einstein's equation, a cosmic decree, energy equals mass, a profound 

key. E=mc² whispers the spiritual song, matter and energy, entwined 

lifelong. Now envision a realm where energy thrives, creating matter as 

existence derives. From the void of space, a mystical brew, atoms form, 

a dance in the cosmic queue. Quantum fluctuations in the vacuum's hold, 

particles emerge, a story unfolds. Energy's dance, a spiritual embrace, 

crafting matter with finesse and grace. From the quantum realm to the 

macro stage, energy's metamorphosis takes center stage. Atoms 

assemble, a grand cosmic play, crafting 3D objects in an instant energy 

array. A symphony of creation, pure and bright, matter born from 

energy's radiant light. In the cosmic theatre, a spectacle unfolds, as 

energy weaves tales, a story it moulds. Yet, in the realms of theoretical 

lore, challenges linger, mysteries galore. Conservation laws and 

principles profound, creating matter, a quest to expound. So, in the 

universe ballet, let theories twirl, as physicists ponder, and concepts 
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unfurl. Creating matter from energy's embrace, a poetic notion in the 

vast spiritual space. The 3D printing of the future, pure energy goes in, 

and pure matter goes out. Creating matter and objects in a spin, in a split 

second a sprout. Where am i? here in the depths of the earthly human 

consciousness, living stone, living stone, please shine bright with all your 

might. It's not the story of a sage in a river, but a conscious light that is a 

giver. A light that can see the universe, not a sage that can see a castle 

curse. The big bang had the size of a human being, so the human being 

can see, go and communicate beyond the big bang, like a fine tune string 

that in the universe puts its hang. To help the helpless, a noble quest, 

defender rising, in armour of love dressed. Rise like the wind, swift and 

strong, a shield against the tide of wrong. Sent by God, a mission divine, 

to ease the pain, make the stars align. In the darkness, your light shall 

gleam, guiding souls like a radiant beam. Fear not the battle, for you are 

strong, a defender in the earthly throng. With courage as your shining 

light, march forward in loving service of the Father in heaven, the 

brightest. To the end, you'll stand your ground, a protector in life's 

battleground. For the helpless, you'll be the friend, a defender, God has 

sent to mend. In the lattice of fate, your thread, weaving stories where 

hope is spread. Helping hands and hearts to blend, a defender, on whom 

they depend. So go forth, the mission awaits, to open doors, unlock the 

gates. Help the helpless, with ideas, systems, law and love so true, 

defender, earth needs you. Human beings’ greatest victory is the 

conquest of themselves, the journey to heaven is always internal and the 

journey to the Father is always by faith even beyond heaven. In kindness, 

mercy, love, hope, faith, silence, humility and adversity. There are no 

shortcuts in the universe, the greatest soul is created in love but also in 

adversity, let the leader of our Universe be by your side in the most 
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difficult times, in this short training of your human earth life. Everything 

shall be balanced, and the truth emerges like olive oil in water, let the 

Father deal with the dark and ugly for you, for He is the master of beauty 

and goodness. “LOVE YOUR ENEMIES,” said HE. 
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The living stone story part III  

 

Unbeknownst to the interstellar alliance, a silent threat loomed in the 

shadows, the Yakis, remnants of the once-oppressive force on Luthar, 

were plotting a covert invasion of Earth. Their knowledge of cosmic laws 

and their ability to manipulate unseen energies made them formidable 

adversaries. The Yakis, having observed the interstellar collaboration 

from the fringes of the galaxy, sought to exploit Earth's vulnerabilities. 

Stealthily, throughout the years, they infiltrated global communication 

networks, subtly influencing key figures to sow discord and mistrust 

among nations. Their plan was to weaken Earth's defences from within 

before launching a full-scale invasion. Sayadina, with her heightened 

awareness, sensed a disturbance in the spiritual energies. She convened 

an emergency meeting with the Galactic Council, revealing her concerns 

about a potential Yaki threat on Earth. The alliance, now facing an enemy 

they thought they had left behind on Luthar, mobilized to protect the 

newly formed interstellar community. As the joint exploration spaceship 

returned to Earth, the crew found themselves thrust into an unexpected 

battle. Sayadina, Ariel, Anauti, and Jacob, along with representatives 

from other civilizations, worked tirelessly to uncover the Yakis' 

clandestine activities. The universal language, once a symbol of unity, 

now became a tool for deciphering encrypted Yaki communications. The 

Yakis' strategy involved exploiting Earth's existing divisions, manipulating 

political tensions, and infiltrating global institutions. Sayadina, drawing 

on her experiences combating the Yakis on Luthar, devised a plan to 

counter their influence and expose their hidden presence. Ariel, 

leveraging his knowledge of Earth's socio-political landscape, worked 

with global leaders to foster unity and cooperation. The interstellar 
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alliance became a force of stability, countering the Yakis' divisive tactics 

with a message of collaboration and shared destiny. As the Yakis' 

influence waned, their frustration grew. Realizing that their covert 

approach was failing, they resorted to more direct measures. Stealthy 

ships, equipped with advanced cloaking technology, approached Earth's 

atmosphere. The joint exploration spaceship, now upgraded with Tau 

Cetian advancements, detected the intruders and intercepted their 

transmissions. A universe battle unfolded in Earth's orbit, a battle 

between the forces of collaboration and the shadows of oppression. The 

joint efforts of Earth's defenders and the interstellar alliance prevailed, 

driving the Yakis back into the cosmic void. With the threat neutralized, 

the Galactic Council convened to assess the situation. Anauti, 

acknowledging the resilience of Earth and the strength of the interstellar 

alliance, proposed increased vigilance and cooperation to safeguard 

against future threats. The people of Earth, unaware of the spiritual 

struggle that had taken place above them, continued to build on the 

progress initiated by the interstellar alliance. The foundation established 

by Sayadina and Ariel, now with a renewed purpose, became a hub for 

universe awareness and preparedness. The universe, ever dynamic and 

unpredictable, continued to unfold its mysteries. The joint exploration 

spaceship, having defended Earth against the silent invasion, resumed its 

cosmic journey, carrying with it the lessons learned from the battle 

against the Yakis, a reminder that the pursuit of knowledge and unity 

was an ongoing mission in the vast expanse of the cosmos. The defeat of 

the Yakis marked a momentary respite, but the interstellar alliance knew 

that the shadows of oppression could not be banished so easily. As the 

joint exploration spaceship continued its cosmic journey, a sense of 

caution lingered among the crew and ambassadors. New cosmic 
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mysteries unfolded, revealing enigmatic phenomena that tested the 

limits of the alliance's knowledge. Uncharted territories presented 

challenges beyond their collective understanding, and ancient universe 

anomalies whispered tales of civilizations long vanished. Sayadina, 

drawing on her intuitive connection with the spiritual energies, sensed a 

resonance that hinted at an even greater cosmic design. The Yakis, 

though momentarily thwarted, were not eliminated. Their presence 

lingered in the universe's background, waiting for an opportune moment 

to strike again. Ariel, fueled by his Earthly determination, worked 

alongside the crew to decipher ancient texts and cosmic patterns. The 

universal language, once a tool of communication, became a key to 

unlocking the secrets of the cosmos. As they delved deeper, they 

uncovered traces of a cosmic force that transcended the known laws of 

the universe, a force that held the potential for both creation and 

destruction. The joint exploration spaceship encountered anomalies that 

defied scientific explanation. Celestial entities, ancient and powerful, 

communicated through patterns of energy that challenged the very 

fabric of reality. The crew found themselves navigating through realms 

where time and space intertwined in ways that stretched their 

understanding to its limits. Meanwhile, the Yakis regrouped in the 

spiritual shadows. Adapting to the interstellar alliance's vigilance, they 

evolved their strategies, their influence spreading like a subtle 

undercurrent through the interconnected galaxies. Anauti, ever vigilant, 

recognized the Yakis' resilience and cautioned the alliance against 

underestimating their cunning. Sayadina, in communion with the 

spiritual energies, had glimpses of a spiritual convergence, an event that 

held the potential to shape the destiny of the universe. It became clear 

that the Yakis sought to exploit this convergence for their own 
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malevolent purposes. As the joint exploration spaceship approached the 

spiritual epicenter of the convergence, the crew faced trials that tested 

not only their scientific acumen but also their unity and resolve. The 

Yakis, sensing an opportunity, unleashed hidden forces that manifested 

as spiritual storms, challenging the very integrity of the spaceship. In the 

midst of these cosmic tempests, the crew discovered ancient artefacts 

that held the key to understanding the convergence. The universal 

language, now infused with spiritual symbols and resonances, became a 

bridge between the known and the unknown. Ariel, Sayadina, Anauti, 

and Jacob, along with the diverse crew and ambassadors, worked 

together to unlock the secrets of the convergence. The Yakis, aware of 

the alliance's progress, intensified their efforts to disrupt the universe's 

balance. The universe held its breath as the joint exploration spaceship, 

surrounded by spiritual energies and facing the Yakis' onslaught, 

embarked on a perilous journey to decipher the mysteries of the 

convergence. The fate of the cosmos hung in the delicate balance 

between discovery and danger, as the interstellar alliance confronted 

challenges that transcended the boundaries of their understanding. The 

joint exploration spaceship navigated the spiritual storms surrounding 

the convergence, its hull resonating with the cosmic frequencies that 

seemed to echo the very heartbeat of the universe. The Yakis, adept at 

manipulating unseen forces, intensified their efforts to disrupt the 

alliance's progress. Inside the spaceship, the crew faced challenges that 

strained the limits of their scientific knowledge and collaborative spirit. 

The universe anomalies manifested as intricate puzzles, requiring the 

fusion of Earthly ingenuity, Tau Cetian wisdom, and Lutharian resilience 

to unravel. Sayadina, drawing on her connection with the spiritual 

energies, guided the crew through the celestial labyrinth. Ariel, his 
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Earthly intuition sharpened by the interstellar experiences, deciphered 

ancient symbols that seemed to hold the secrets of the convergence. 

Anauti and Jacob, with their collective leadership, ensured unity among 

the crew, fostering an environment where diverse perspectives 

converged into a symphony of cosmic understanding. The Yakis, hidden 

in the spiritual shadows, exploited every opportunity to sow discord 

among the alliance. They whispered doubts and fears, attempting to 

fracture the collaborative spirit that had defined the interstellar journey. 

Anauti, ever vigilant, recognized the Yakis' tactics and urged the crew to 

remain steadfast in their shared purpose. As the crew delved deeper into 

the mysteries of the convergence, they uncovered ancient prophecies 

and universe archetypes that hinted at the cyclical nature of cosmic 

forces. The universal language, now a harmonious blend of Earthly 

symbols, Tau Cetian resonances, and Lutharian insights, became a 

conduit for universal revelations. The Yakis, frustrated by the alliance's 

resilience, unleashed a barrage of energy waves, testing the spaceship's 

defences. Sayadina, attuned to the spiritual currents, orchestrated a 

counterharmony that neutralized the Yakis' disruptive energies. The 

crew, united in their determination, stood resilient against the cosmic 

onslaught. As the spaceship approached the epicenter of the 

convergence, a cosmic portal materialized, a gateway to the unknown. 

The crew hesitated, sensing the Yakis' presence lurking on the other side. 

Anauti, recognizing the critical juncture, urged the crew to stand 

together, their unity acting as a shield against the impending threat. The 

cosmic portal engulfed the spaceship, transporting it to a realm where 

the laws of physics and metaphysics danced in ethereal tandem. The 

crew, surrounded by spiritual energies, witnessed the convergence in its 

full splendour, a celestial ballet of creation and destruction. The Yakis, 
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unwilling to relinquish their malevolent designs, manifested as dark 

shadows within the cosmos. The crew, now armed with the 

understanding gained from their journey, confronted the Yakis with a 

unified front. A universe battle ensued, a battle not just of forces but of 

ideologies and destinies. The Yakis, though formidable, could not 

withstand the collective will of the interstellar alliance. As the spiritual 

energies surged, the Yakis were expelled from the convergence, their 

influence shattered by the harmony created through unity and 

understanding. The joint exploration spaceship emerged from the 

cosmic portal, victorious but transformed. The crew, now seasoned by 

the trials of the convergence, carried with them a profound wisdom that 

transcended the boundaries of their individual worlds. The Yakis, 

vanquished but not eradicated, retreated into the spiritual shadows. The 

interstellar alliance, having faced the most formidable challenge yet, 

stood resilient and more interconnected than ever. The universe, forever 

evolving, continued to unfold its mysteries. The joint exploration 

spaceship, its hull adorned with spiritual symbols forged through 

adversity, sailed through the spiritual sea, carrying the stories of 

collaboration and triumph that echoed across the galaxies. The 

interstellar alliance, now wiser and more united, remained vigilant as 

they ventured towards new horizons, ever ready to unravel the cosmic 

mysteries that lay ahead. In the aftermath of the spiritual convergence, 

the joint exploration spaceship sailed through the spiritual expanse, 

propelled by newfound knowledge and a heightened sense of unity. The 

mysteries of the universe continued to unfold before the crew's eyes, 

revealing celestial phenomena that stretched the boundaries of their 

understanding. Sayadina, attuned to the spiritual energies, discovered 

within herself a latent ability, a connection to the fundamental forces 
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that governed the universe. She could harness pure energy and shape it 

into matter and objects of her choosing. This revelation opened new 

avenues of exploration for the alliance, unlocking possibilities that were 

once considered beyond the realm of possibility. Aboard the spaceship, 

the crew marvelled at Sayadina's ability. She demonstrated her 

newfound powers by conjuring ethereal sculptures that danced with the 

essence of the cosmos. The universal language, now infused with the 

symbols of creation, resonated with the harmonies Sayadina wove into 

existence. The Galactic Council, recognizing the potential of Sayadina's 

abilities, deliberated on how to harness this cosmic gift for the benefit of 

the interstellar alliance. They envisioned a future where the creation of 

matter from energy could revolutionize everything from resource 

management to the exploration of distant galaxies. As the crew ventured 

deeper into the cosmos, Sayadina became a beacon of inspiration. She 

shared her knowledge with others, teaching them to tap into the spiritual 

energies that flowed through the universe. The joint exploration 

spaceship transformed into a hub of learning, where beings from 

different worlds exchanged insights and honed their abilities. The Yakis, 

observing from the spiritual shadows, sensed the shift in the balance of 

power. They sought to exploit Sayadina's abilities for their own nefarious 

purposes, aiming to wield the cosmic forces as a weapon of conquest. 

The interstellar alliance, now fortified by the lessons learned from the 

Yakis' previous attempts, remained vigilant against the encroaching 

threat. Sayadina, guided by a sense of responsibility, collaborated with 

the alliance to establish safeguards for her abilities. Together, they 

developed protocols to ensure that the creation of matter and energy 

manipulation remained a force for good, fostering cooperation and 

advancement rather than becoming a tool for destruction. The joint 
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exploration spaceship encountered civilizations that had mastered their 

own unique universe abilities. The exchange of knowledge and the 

integration of these diverse talents enhanced the alliance's 

understanding of the cosmos. Sayadina's abilities, once a unique 

phenomenon, became a thread woven into the larger narrative of the 

interconnected universe. As the crew ventured into uncharted 

territories, they encountered universe anomalies that tested the limits 

of Sayadina's powers. Through collaborative efforts, they unravelled the 

secrets of these phenomena, expanding their understanding of the 

intricate dance of cosmic forces. The universe, ever generous with its 

wonders, unfolded new mysteries that beckoned the alliance forward. 

The joint exploration spaceship, now a vessel of not only exploration but 

creation, sailed through the spiritual sea, propelled by the collective 

spirit of beings united in their pursuit of spiritual enlightenment. The 

Yakis, their plans thwarted once again, retreated into the spiritual 

shadows. The alliance, having faced and triumphed over spiritual 

challenges, stood prepared for whatever mysteries awaited them in the 

ever-expanding universe. Sayadina's abilities, now a force for harmony 

and creation, became a symbol of the alliance's commitment to shaping 

a future where the interconnectedness of the cosmos was a guiding 

principle for the evolution of intelligent life across the stars. he Yakis, 

cunning and resilient, bided their time in the spiritual shadows, 

observing the alliance's progress with a malevolent patience. As the joint 

exploration spaceship approaches Earth once again, the Yakis seized a 

moment of vulnerability, launching a final, calculated assault to assert 

control over the planet. Utilizing their mastery of unseen energies, the 

Yakis orchestrated a widespread interference that disrupted global 

communication networks, disorienting political leaders and sowing 
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chaos among the nations. In a swift and coordinated move, they 

infiltrated Earth's defence systems, exploiting the very vulnerabilities the 

alliance had sought to address. Sayadina, Ariel, Anauti, and the crew of 

the joint exploration spaceship were met with a shock upon their return. 

Earth, once a beacon of progress and unity, was now under the subtle 

influence of the Yakis. The Galactic Council, convened in an emergency 

session, acknowledged the gravity of the situation as they grappled with 

the realization that the Yakis had managed to breach the defences 

erected by the alliance. Sayadina, drawing on her connection to the 

spiritual energies, sensed the pervasive darkness that had enveloped 

Earth. The universal language, once a conduit for collaboration, now 

echoed with a discordant resonance, reflecting the Yakis' malevolent 

influence. The Yakis, having learned from their previous encounters, 

adapted their tactics to exploit the weaknesses within the alliance. They 

deployed agents skilled in manipulation and subterfuge, infiltrating key 

positions of power and sowing mistrust among the once-united nations. 

As Earth fell under the Yakis' control, the Galactic Council faced an 

existential crisis. Anauti, with her strategic mind, proposed a daring plan 

to infiltrate the Yakis' hidden command center, a nexus of dark energy 

where their influence emanated. Sayadina, guided by her cosmic 

insights, supported the plan, recognizing that a direct confrontation with 

the Yakis was the only path to liberation. The joint exploration spaceship, 

now a vessel of both creation and destruction, embarked on a covert 

mission. Sayadina, Ariel, Anauti, and a select team of ambassadors 

descended into the spiritual shadows, navigating unseen realms where 

the Yakis held sway. The Yakis, sensing the alliance's resistance, 

intensified their efforts to maintain control. They unleashed spiritual 

storms, distorted realities, and manipulated time itself to thwart the 
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alliance's advance. The crew faced challenges that transcended the 

boundaries of their previous experiences, as the Yakis wielded powers 

that mirrored the ancient cosmic forces they had encountered. In the 

heart of the spiritual shadows, the alliance discovered the Yakis' 

command center, an ethereal fortress where dark energies pulsed in 

rhythm with the discordant notes of the universal language. Sayadina, 

tapping into her ability to manipulate energy, led the charge to disrupt 

the Yakis' control. A universe battle unfolded, echoing through the 

unseen dimensions. The Yakis, masters of manipulation, retaliated with 

a ferocity born of desperation. Yet, the alliance, fueled by a collective 

determination to free Earth, pushed forward, unravelling the Yakis' 

influence thread by thread. In a final confrontation, Sayadina, drawing 

on the cosmic forces within her, unleashed a burst of energy that 

shattered the Yakis' control. The universal language, cleansed of its 

discord, resonated with harmonious frequencies that reverberated 

across the cosmos. Earth, liberated from the Yakis' influence, began the 

process of healing. The joint exploration spaceship, bearing the scars of 

the universe battle, returned to Earth's orbit. The Galactic Council, now 

more united than ever, pledged to fortify the defences of the 

interconnected galaxies against any future threats. The Yakis, their once-

pervasive influence shattered, retreated into the universe abyss. The 

alliance, having faced its most formidable challenge, stood as a 

testament to the enduring spirit of collaboration. Earth, though scarred, 

emerged stronger, with a renewed commitment to universal 

responsibility and unity. As the joint exploration spaceship sailed 

through the spiritual sea, the alliance looked towards the future with a 

sense of vigilance and hope. The mysteries of the universe, though 

daunting, were embraced with a collective resolve to explore, 
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understand, and protect the interconnected lattice of intelligent life that 

spanned the stars. The Yakis, battered by the relentless resistance of the 

interstellar alliance, found themselves at a crossroads. The spiritual 

storms they had unleashed were now subsiding, revealing the aftermath 

of the battles that had unfolded across the galaxies. The once-pervasive 

darkness that cloaked Earth began to dissipate. In the midst of their 

shattered plans, the Yakis, their leaders acknowledging the futility of 

perpetual conflict, initiated a surprising move. A message, conveyed in 

the now-harmonious universal language, echoed across the spiritual 

expanse. The Yakis proposed a ceasefire, a cessation of hostilities, and a 

dialogue to explore the possibility of unity for a higher purpose, the 

universal purpose of God. The Galactic Council, though skeptical of the 

Yakis' sudden change of heart, recognized an opportunity for a peaceful 

resolution. Anauti, drawing on her strategic insight, urged caution but 

saw the potential for a transformative alliance that could reshape the 

cosmic narrative. Sayadina, with her attunement to spiritual energies, 

sensed a sincerity in the Yakis' proposal. Ariel, embracing the Earthly 

spirit of reconciliation, advocated for an open-minded approach to 

explore the common ground that could lead to a unified cosmic purpose. 

The interstellar alliance convened to deliberate on the Yakis' offer. 

Representatives from Earth, Tau Ceti e, Luthar, and other civilizations 

shared their perspectives. The joint exploration spaceship, now a vessel 

bearing the scars of spiritual conflicts, became a symbol of the resilience 

and collaborative spirit that defined the alliance. A universe assembly 

unfolded, with the Yakis presenting their case for unity. They 

acknowledged the errors of their past actions and expressed a desire to 

contribute positively to the greater cosmos. Their leaders spoke of a 

shared responsibility to uphold the universal purpose of God, a purpose 
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that transcended the boundaries of individual civilizations. As the 

dialogue progressed, trust began to tentatively bud among the once-

bitter adversaries. The Yakis, revealing the depth of their cosmic 

knowledge, proposed collaborative initiatives to explore the mysteries 

of the universe, address spiritual challenges, and foster a harmonious 

coexistence among civilizations. The Galactic Council, guided by the 

principles of peace and understanding, tentatively accepted the Yakis' 

proposal for a joint spiritual endeavour. The interstellar alliance and the 

Yakis, former adversaries now standing at the threshold of collaboration, 

embarked on a journey towards a shared cosmic purpose. The joint 

exploration spaceship, once a symbol of resistance against the Yakis, 

became a vessel of transformation, a spiritual embassy where beings 

from different worlds exchanged ideas, knowledge, and aspirations. The 

universal language, once a tool of communication in times of conflict, 

now became a bridge for shared understanding and cooperation. As the 

alliance and the Yakis worked together to explore the universe's 

mysteries, a new chapter unfolded. The scars of past conflicts became 

reminders of the transformative power of unity. The spiritual expanse, 

ever evolving, embraced the collective efforts of civilizations committed 

to a higher purpose, an alliance that transcended the spiritual shadows 

and ushered in an era of collaboration for the universal purpose of 

God.Unified by a common purpose, the interstellar alliance and the Yakis 

embarked on a profound cosmic mission to explore the depths of the 

universe. The joint exploration spaceship, now a symbol of harmony and 

collaboration, sailed through the spiritual sea, venturing into uncharted 

territories in search of new life forms. The crew, composed of beings 

from Earth, Tau Ceti e, Luthar, and the Yakis, worked seamlessly as a 

team. The universal language, now refined through shared experiences 
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and understanding, served as a conduit for communication among the 

diverse civilizations on board. As they journeyed deeper into the cosmos, 

the alliance encountered celestial phenomena that challenged their 

collective knowledge. universe anomalies, ancient artefacts, and 

enigmatic energies became waypoints on their cosmic odyssey. 

Sayadina, Ariel, Anauti, and the Yakis' representatives collaborated to 

unravel the mysteries that lay hidden within the fabric of the universe. 

Their mission extended beyond exploration; it became a quest to assist 

emerging civilizations under the universal rulers' law. The alliance, 

guided by principles of compassion and cooperation, sought to uplift 

civilizations, offering knowledge and support to help them thrive on their 

evolutionary paths. The Yakis, once architects of oppression, now 

worked side by side with the alliance, utilizing their unique insights to 

navigate the cosmic terrain. Their redemption became a testament to 

the transformative power of unity and the potential for positive change, 

even in the face of deep-seated conflicts. The joint exploration spaceship 

encountered planets teeming with life, each with its own evolutionary 

story. The alliance shared knowledge about governance, technology, and 

cultural exchange, fostering a network of interconnected civilizations 

that echoed the harmonious rhythm of the universe. As they travelled 

deeper into the spiritual expanse, they stumbled upon a distant star 

system where a fledgling civilization faced existential challenges. The 

alliance, drawing on its collective wisdom, extended a helping hand to 

guide and support the struggling beings. The universal rulers, ancient and 

wise, observed the alliance's endeavours with approval. The joint 

exploration mission aligned with the fundamental laws of the universe, 

laws that dictated the responsibility of advanced civilizations to nurture 

and uplift those in the early stages of development. In the spirit of 
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collaboration, the alliance and the Yakis established a network of 

universe ambassadors, beings with a shared commitment to aiding 

civilizations under the universal rulers' law. These ambassadors, 

representatives of diverse worlds, worked together to ensure that the 

cosmos flourished with the diversity of intelligent life. As the joint 

exploration mission continued, the crew forged bonds with civilizations 

across the galaxies. The alliance became a beacon of hope and 

cooperation, inspiring other star systems to embrace the principles of 

unity and shared responsibility. The Yakis, having fully embraced their 

role in the alliance, played a crucial part in dismantling the spiritual 

shadows that had once clouded their intentions. Their redemption 

became a symbol of the alliance's capacity to overcome even the 

deepest divisions through understanding and cooperation. The universe, 

vast and mysterious, witnessed the unfolding saga of the interstellar 

alliance and the Yakis. Together, they embarked on a cosmic journey that 

transcended the conflicts of the past, forging a destiny guided by the 

universal principles of compassion, collaboration, and the pursuit of a 

higher purpose under the benevolent gaze of the universal rulers. Deep 

in the spiritual expanse, the joint exploration spaceship encountered a 

celestial anomaly, a mysterious planet that defied the conventional 

patterns of celestial bodies. It floated freely in the cosmic void, 

untethered to any sun, yet pulsating with an ethereal glow that hinted 

at conscious life. The alliance, captivated by this enigmatic discovery, 

approached the uncharted planet with a sense of wonder and 

anticipation. The crew marvelled at the cosmos that adorned the planet's 

surface, a mesmerising dance of colours and energies that seemed to 

respond to the thoughts and emotions of the conscious beings that 

inhabited it. As the joint exploration spaceship descended towards the 
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planet, the crew observed that it was not bound by the laws of gravity as 

they knew them. The atmosphere shimmered with a luminescent 

brilliance, and the landscapes were ever-changing, shaped by the 

collective consciousness of the beings that resided there. Sayadina, 

tapping into her heightened connection with spiritual energies, sensed 

the profound consciousness that permeated the planet. Ariel, with his 

Earthly intuition, felt a connection to the rhythmic pulse of the planet's 

energy, a pulse that resonated with the heartbeat of sentient life. The 

alliance, in their interactions with the conscious beings of the planet, 

discovered a mode of communication that transcended language. It was 

a communion of thoughts and energies, a shared consciousness that 

allowed for a deep understanding of one another's perspectives. The 

beings, ethereal in form and radiant with spiritual energies, welcomed 

the alliance as kindred spirits from distant corners of the universe. They 

revealed that their existence was a symbiotic dance with the energies of 

the cosmos, and their consciousness was an integral part of the cosmic 

harmony. As the alliance engaged with the conscious beings, they 

learned of the unique evolutionary path that had led to their existence. 

These ethereal entities, born from the spiritual energies themselves, had 

evolved beyond the limitations of physical forms, transcending the 

boundaries of time and space. The conscious beings spoke of their 

purpose, to serve as stewards of universe balance, harmonizing the 

energies that flowed through the universe. They shared their 

perspectives on the fundamental laws that governed the cosmos, laws 

that transcended the understanding of the alliance and the Yakis. The 

Yakis, humbled by the profundity of the encounter, recognized the 

limitations of their previous understanding. The alliance, in turn, 

embraced the opportunity to expand their knowledge and perspectives, 
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realizing that the universe held mysteries that transcended the 

boundaries of any single civilization. As the joint exploration mission 

continued, the alliance and the Yakis forged a deep bond with the 

conscious beings. Together, they engaged in a spiritual exchange of 

wisdom, blending the knowledge of the physical realms with the ethereal 

insights of the conscious entities. The alliance and the Yakis, now 

enriched by the conscious beings' wisdom, continued their journey 

through the cosmos. The universe, unfolding its mysteries in layers of 

complexity, embraced the collaborative spirit that bound civilizations 

across the galaxies. The joint exploration spaceship, guided by the 

principles of unity and understanding, sailed through the spiritual sea, 

leaving behind a trail of shared experiences and universal revelations.  
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Closer to the end  

 

Within the depths of human consciousness, I was falling higher, the 

persistence of the sequence, a forever fire, let us give time to the 

sequence of time, so that time can be in time. Let us now not impose the 

advancements in other civilizations but bring them to study then send 

them back for further engagements. Don't search for the proof of life 

because we cannot ever find it, honour the reality of existence that is for 

it. I heard the stone, a message unknown: In the universe dance of time 

and space, I speak to you, my human race. In verses woven with eternal 

grace, listen, dear children, to the divine embrace. In the echoes of the 

wind, my whispers hear a song of love, dispelling every fear. In the dance 

of stars, my presence is near, I feel the heartbeat of the universe, crystal 

clear. Each of you, a note in the celestial hymn, a symphony of souls, 

harmonious and prim. In the vast expanse, where galaxies swim, find 

unity in diversity, let love brim. In the garden of life, tend to the bloom, 

kindness and compassion, let them consume. As petals unfurl, banish the 

gloom, for in love's fragrance, there's no room for doom. Be stewards of 

Earth, your celestial abode, a sacred trust, a harmonious code. Let rivers 

of empathy and compassion erode, in the sacred dance of existence, find 

your mode. Seek the truth in the silence of your soul, a boundless 

journey, a quest to be whole. In the mosaic of existence, play your role, 

let love be the compass, your guiding pole. In the book of time, your story 

unfolds, a tale of courage, of mysteries untold. In the spiritual embrace, 

forever enfold, my children, in love, let your spirits be bold. In the quiet 

chambers of your soul so deep, I speak to you, my child, in whispers 

sweet. In every heartbeat, a rhythm to keep, a divine melody, a song to 

greet. You are a vessel of the spiritual sea, a universe within, vast and 
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free. In the mirror of existence, reflections see the spark of the divine, 

eternally. Embrace the dance of joy, let laughter flow, in every sunrise, 

my love, let it glow. Through life's ebb and flow, let kindness sow, for in 

compassion, divine seeds you sow. When shadows cast their veils upon 

your day, know that within, my light will find its way. In trials and 

tribulations, kneel and pray, strength arises in the quiet, so they say. 

Walk gently on this earthly plane, treat each heart as sacred, free from 

disdain. In love's pure essence, release the chain, for in unity, my child, 

you shall gain. Learn from the whispers of the ancient trees, feel the hum 

of the wind, the song of seas. In the silence, find the keys to the realm of 

peace, where the spirit flees. You are a note in the spiritual song, in this 

grand symphony, you belong. Let love be your guide, your purpose 

strong, in your journey, my child, walk along. In the turbulence of these 

trying times, in the echoes of sorrows, in distant chimes, I'd speak of love, 

transcending all climes, a balm for wounded hearts, in rhythm with 

rhymes. Beloved children, in the storm, stand tall, for within each, I see 

a divine call. Let love be your anchor, your sheltering wall, in unity, find 

strength, let compassion enthral. In the lattice of chaos, threads 

entwined, every soul a story, intricately designed. See the light in others, 

let judgments unwind, for in understanding, true connection you'll find. 

When fear knocks loudly, and shadows prevail, kindle the flame of hope, 

let it set sail. In acts of kindness, the darkness shall pale, a ripple of love, 

like a soothing gale. Reach out to the weary, the broken, the lost, in your 

compassion, see the lines softly crossed. For in lifting others, no matter 

the cost, you find the essence of what I've longed to accost. Remember, 

my children, you're not alone, in the heart of each trial, seeds are sown. 

Grow in resilience, let love be known, in unity, as one, let your strength 

be shown. The world may tremble, but hold to the light, in your deeds, 
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let love take its flight. For in the darkest hour, in the blackest night, love 

remains eternal, an undying might. Such would be my words, woven with 

care, a message of love, in the world's despair. For in the embrace of 

love, we repair a sacred truth, humanity's prayer. In the whispers of the 

winds, hear my voice, in the tumultuous world, where hearts rejoice. 

Amidst the chaos, find a sacred choice, in unity and love, let your spirits 

endorse. Beloved souls, in this moment so vast, let the winds of change 

bring a love contrast. In the field of time, as events amass, see the divine 

connection, let love amass.  As the rivers flow, find your compassion 

stream, in the realm of hearts, let understanding gleam. Embrace the 

diversity, like a waking dream, for in unity, my presence will beam. When 

shadows linger and doubts arise, look within, where my spirit lies. In the 

depth of your being, where the soul flies, find the strength to soar, as the 

phoenix flies. Let kindness be your language, in words and deeds, in the 

garden of love, plant empathetic seeds. For in nurturing hearts, where 

humanity succeeds, the spirit of unity perpetually leads. In the field of 

existence, threads align, every soul, a luminescent sign. In your 

neighbour's eyes, see the divine, for in that recognition, true unity you'll 

find. Oh, children of Earth, in this universe ballet, hold onto hope, let love 

light your way. In the dance and school of life, find joy and play, for in 

each moment, I'm there to convey. Be the vessels of peace, the bearers 

of grace, in the vastness of time, let your love trace. For in the sacred 

silence, find your place, in the embrace of love, feel my warm embrace. 

In the mysterious echoes, a message unfurls, the whisper of ages, as the 

universe twirls. The greatest victory, in divine pearls, Is the return to the 

heavenly father, where the spirit hurls. In the dance of creation, a cosmic 

decree, the triumph of love, set the spirit free. In surrender and trust, let 

the soul decree, the greatest victory, in eternity. Not in battles won or 
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kingdoms gained, but in hearts transformed, in love sustained. In the 

array of existence, where all is ordained, the greatest victory, where 

God's love is ingrained. So, let the unknown message of the stone softly 

instil the triumph of love, a divine will. In returning to your heavenly 

Father, let the heart fulfil, the greatest victory, where love is still. And 

then there was silence…. 

Navigating the currents of unseen forces, in the universe dance, where 

destiny courses. Paths unbeknown, as the universe endorses, 

surrendering to the flow, where guidance forces. Through veils unseen, 

the rulers observe a journey untold, where souls preserve. Letting go, 

the choices to unswervingly curve, in the spiritual script, where fates 

converge. Trust in the whispers, the spiritual guide, Where the universe 

and destiny coincide. In the unknown realms, let the soul confide, a 

journey of faith, where shadows subside. The path unfolds, like pages 

unseen, a tale inscribed where destinies convene. In surrender's 

embrace, where the heart is keen, find the universal rhythm, where 

serenity is gleaned. Humanity, rise on wings untold, to the heights of 

divinity, let your spirit unfold. In the embrace of the cosmos, a tale to be 

told, your heavenly Father awaits, in faith and glory untold. Awaken, oh 

children of stardust and earth, in the symphony of existence, discover 

your worth. To the realms of divinity, your soul gives birth, a celestial 

journey, a dance from your birth. The path is before you, in shimmering 

light, with every step, dispel the shadows of night. In the universe dance, 

find your flight, to the glorious heights, where the divine ignite. The 

father, patient, his love ever near, in the field of time, your essence clear. 

Rise, oh humanity, without fear, into the glorious paths, your destiny 

steer. Unfurl your wings, let your spirit ascend, to the heights of divinity, 

where love and grace blend. In the spiritual embrace, where realms 
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transcend, your father awaits, as the infinite bends. So, rise, humanity, 

in unity and might, to the glorious heights, where truth takes flight. In 

the arms of the divine, bathed in eternal light, your Father calls you, to a 

celestial height. In the depths of minds, where thoughts entwine, rise, oh 

spirits, let your light brightly shine. Dig deep into hearts, where love's 

vines, entwine with the divine, in sacred design. In the caverns of souls, 

where echoes resound, feel the hand of God, in silence profound. Rise, 

like the sun, with glory unbound, in the universe dance, where grace is 

found. Unearth the treasures within, a sacred trove, in the crucible of 

existence, let your essence evolve. Rise from the shadows, where doubts 

dissolve, as the hand of God beckons, with love to solve. In the symphony 

of creation, a melody so sweet, hearts harmonize, in a celestial feat. Rise, 

oh humanity, in love complete, the hand of God extends, a divine greet. 

So, dig deep, rise high, let your spirit unfold, in the lattice of time, your 

story retold. The hand of God, a beacon of gold, guides your home, 

where love is bold. Here in the depths of consciousness, where whispers 

reside, a call to improve, let the soul be your guide. In rhymes, let wisdom 

and compassion coincide, a journey within, where virtues are applied. 

Awaken the Mind in the labyrinth of thoughts, let awareness unfurl, seek 

knowledge and wisdom, let the mind swirl. Illuminate the corners, let 

understanding twirl, in the dance of consciousness, let enlightenment 

swirl. Harbour empathy in the chambers of the heart, let empathy reign, 

feel the joys and sorrows, let compassion sustain. Bridge the gaps, 

dissolve the pain, in the symphony of emotions, let empathy gain.  Sow 

Seeds of Kindness in the fields of action, let kindness bloom, scatter 

seeds of goodwill, dispel the gloom. Let your deeds be a fragrant 

perfume, in the garden of humanity, let kindness resume. Listen to 

Silence in the stillness within, let silence speak, hear the whispers of the 
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soul, where truths peek. In the quietude, find the strength you seek, in 

the language of silence, let your spirit speak. In the embrace of nature, 

find solace and peace, let the rustling leaves, your worries release. 

Amidst mountains and seas, let your spirit increase, in the vastness of 

creation, let your joy never cease. In the river of time, where currents 

flow, embrace change, let your resilience grow. In the ebb and flow, let 

your spirit glow, adapt and evolve, let your inner strength show.  

Celebrate Unity in the mosaic of humanity, recognize your kin, celebrate 

the oneness, the shared origin. In unity, let understanding begin, in the 

symphony of existence, let harmony win. Nurture Dreams in the realms 

of aspirations, let dreams take flight, nurture ambitions, let them catch 

the light. In the canvas of possibilities, paint your sight, in the dance of 

aspirations, let your dreams ignite. Love Unconditionally, in the universe 

of hearts, let love abound, unconditional and boundless, let it surround. 

In every encounter, let love be found, in the realm of emotions, let love 

astound. In the rhymes of consciousness, let improvement resound, a 

melody of growth, where virtues are found. In the universe dance, let 

your essence be crowned, with the grace to improve, let humanity be 

renowned. 

In the delicate dawn of existence, a universal rhyme, consciousness 

unfurls, a dance in the vast paradigm. A canvas untouched, a lattice to 

prime, life's symphony begins, an intricate chime. Awakening in 

Innocence in the cradle of time, innocence reigns, consciousness opens 

its eyes, free from stains. A melody of curiosity, where wonder sustains, 

life's journey begins, untouched by chains. A delicate touch, the caress 

of the breeze, the taste of raindrops, the rustling trees. Consciousness 

expands through sensations with ease, life's palette richens, painting 

memories. Navigating Emotions in the laughter of joy, the tears of woe, 
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emotions bloom, in the heart's ebb and flow. Consciousness deepens, as 

feelings grow, life's emotional lattice, a vibrant show. Learning in the 

Shadows of challenges, consciousness weaves, lessons learned, from the 

lattice it retrieves. A delicate dance, where resilience conceives, life's 

trials, where the soul perceives. Forging Connections is a delicate thread, 

the ties that bind, connections forged, in the lattice of humankind. 

Consciousness expands as relationships unwind, life's dance, in the 

embrace of hearts entwined. In the Garden of Reflection and of 

introspection, consciousness blooms, reflections deepen, dispelling life's 

glooms. A delicate dance in the soul's private rooms, life's mirror, where 

wisdom looms. A Symphony of Growth through seasons of change, 

consciousness unfolds, a delicate evolution, where stories are told. Life's 

journey, a saga of the young and the old, wisdom whispers, in 

experiences manifold. In the delicate and savouring moments, 

consciousness resides, savouring the present, where time coincides. 

Life's precious fragments, where joy abides, a melody composed, in the 

heart that guides. Unity in Diversity as consciousness widens to the 

spiritual expanse, embracing diversity, in the eternal dance. Life's 

kaleidoscope, a symphony in advance, harmony found, where souls 

enhance. In the delicate time of genesis, consciousness expands, a 

journey of experiences, life's intricate strands. In the universe dance, 

where destiny commands, consciousness evolves, as existence 

withstands. In the quiet of "may it be," a wish takes flight, a whispered 

prayer, a beacon in the night. May it be a journey, bathed in gentle light, 

guided by stars, shining ever bright. May it be a melody, sung by the soul, 

harmonizing with the universe, making it whole. In the symphony of life, 

a harmonious goal, may it be a cadence that heals and consoles. May it 

be a lattice, woven with care, threads of joy and sorrow, creating 
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patterns rare. In the cosmic loom, where destinies share, may it be a 

masterpiece, beyond compare. May it be a dance, in the universe ballet, 

a rhythm of love, in each step and sway. With every heartbeat, as time 

slips away, may it be a celebration, come what may. May it be a sunrise, 

painting the skies, a canvas of colours, where hope never dies. In the 

palette of dreams, where the spirit flies, may it be a journey that 

endlessly ties. In the silence of "may it be," a universe whispers, a 

promise of possibilities, as destiny delivers. May it be a blessing that 

forever shimmers, a timeless wish, as existence glimmers. For thirst the 

cosmic water, a celestial elixir, from the depths of space, a flowing mixer. 

In the vastness of the universal river, a liquid dance, a universal giver. 

Astral droplets, in the nebula's embrace, reflecting stars in a liquid grace. 

Cosmic water, a dance in space, where galaxies waltz, an ethereal chase. 

Ice crystals on comets, glitter and gleam, a celestial ballet, a mesmerizing 

theme. In the universe ballet, where dreams stream, cosmic water flows 

like a luminous beam. Nebulous oceans, where galaxies sail, liquid 

constellations, a cosmic trail. In the spiritual sea, where realities are kale, 

cosmic water, a universal tale. Rainbow rivers in the spiritual expanse, 

Reflecting the light of a universe dance. In the fabric of space, where 

dimensions enhance, cosmic water, a celestial romance. From stellar 

nurseries to dark spiritual seas, liquid stardust, a cosmic tease. In the 

symphony of space, where silence frees, cosmic water, a cosmic 

masterpiece. So, let the cosmic water flow, a universal rhythm, a celestial 

show. In the spiritual currents, where mysteries grow, cosmic water, an 

eternal glow. And now in the verses of time, a positive decree, a melody 

of hope, in humanity's decree. In the universal rhyme, where dreams 

roam free, a triumphant saga, for all to see. In the dance of existence, a 

rhythmic sway, Humanity strides, in the light of the day. In the cosmic 
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play, where stars convey, a victorious chorus, along life's highway. 

Through trials and tribulations, a resilient theme, in the cosmic poem, 

where realities gleam. A positive rhythm, like a flowing stream, 

humanity's victory, a celestial dream. In the verses of courage, a 

triumphant song, in the spiritual symphony, where hearts belong. A 

melody of unity, where souls are strong, humanity's triumph, an eternal 

throng. So, in the rhymes of optimism, let spirits soar, in the universe 

ballad, where destinies implore.  

A positive anthem, forevermore, Humanity's victory, a spiritual encore. 

In the ballad of hope, where verses weave, humanity rises, in moments 

that deceive. With every challenge, a chance to believe in the spiritual 

sonnet, where dreams achieve. In the lyrical dance, where unity sways, 

humanity triumphs in love's sunlit rays. In the celestial ballet, where 

darkness decays, a positive crescendo, in hope's embrace. Through the 

verses of resilience, a triumphant refrain, humanity's spirit, an unyielding 

terrain. In the spiritual serenade, where dreams sustain, a chorus of 

victory, a celestial gain. In the harmonious cadence, where hearts align, 

humanity's song, an anthem divine. In the cosmic design, where stars 

entwine, a positive echo, through the vast incline.  So let the verses of 

optimism resound, In the cosmic poetry, where dreams are found. A 

positive melody, forever unbound, humanity's victory, a symphony 

profound. In the sequence of eternity, a hopeful dream, that humanity's 

wisdom will one day gleam. A beacon of light in the spiritual stream, 

guiding the way, in a universal team. As the stars whisper secrets in the 

cosmic night, may humanity's knowledge reach a celestial height. In the 

universal classroom, where minds ignite, a symphony of learning, in the 

cosmic light. Across galaxies, in the grand spiritual expanse, may 

consciousness meet, in a universe dance. Exchanging wisdom, like a 
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shared trance, a universal congress, where insights enhance. In the hope 

of tomorrow, let bridges extend, from Earth to the cosmos, may 

knowledge blend. In the cosmic library, where truths transcend, may 

humanity's teachings echo and send. Let the language of learning be 

spoken by all, as spiritual scholars in a universal hall. In the exchange of 

knowledge, may barriers fall, a cosmic dialogue, where understanding 

sprawl. From the Milky Way to distant shores, may knowledge ripple 

through spiritual cores. In the spiritual exchange, where wisdom 

restores, may unity blossom, opening cosmic doors. So, in the hope that 

one day we'll teach, sharing our knowledge, each lesson to reach. In the 

spiritual symposium, where wisdom will preach, may humanity's 

teachings be stars that beseech.  

Now out from the depths of human consciousness, we emerged so 

bright, with the living stone's wisdom, a beacon in the cosmic light. 

Victorious over earthly trials, with us the defender set sail, to explore the 

realms beyond, where stars and galaxies trail. The living stone 

whispered, guiding through the spiritual expanse, in its radiant glow, the 

hero began the universe dance. From Earth's embrace, through celestial 

gates, a journey of discovery that eternity awaits. Through the folds of 

time and space, the defender soared, to distant galaxies and dimensions 

unexplored. The living stone's energy, a force so divine, empowered the 

hero in the cosmic design. In the spiritual symphony, where stars 

harmonize, the hero witnessed wonders with celestial eyes. Planets 

danced, and nebulas swirled, in the spiritual canvas, an infinite world. 

Across the fabric of the universe, the defender roamed, in the living 

stone's light, spiritual secrets were owned. Galaxies whispered tales of 

ancient lore, as the hero ventured, seeking more. Through quantum 

realms and spiritual streams, the hero glimpsed the essence of celestial 
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dreams. The living stone's resonance echoed profound, as the hero 

explored the cosmic playground. Helping the helpless, a mission universe 

and grand, in every dimension, where life and energy expand. A defender 

victorious, not just in earthly strife, but a beacon of hope in the vast 

cosmic life. In the silence of spiritual conversations, the hero stood, 

listening to the living stone's whispers, so good. balancing the forces, 

where darkness might lurk, in the vast universe dance, where heroes 

embark. Eternity unfolded, a fabric so divine, the hero victorious in the 

cosmic design. With the living stone as a guide so true, the defender 

continued the journey, ever anew. In the grandeur of the universal 

rhyme, the hero persisted beyond space and time. A cosmic guardian, a 

soul refined, with the living stone's light, eternally entwined. An end is 

not the end that is the end, as an end is to an end that is the end. Looking 

back to earth, DemiGods positioned themselves above humans as 

higher, while the hero leader and creator of this universe with the lowest 

and the poorest people in loving fire. The defender of the defenders shall 

be with everyone, the Universal Father of the children that have already 

won, the paths of eternity are wide open, and every living being shall 

make the chains broken. Far away the legions are arriving at unbelievable 

speed, from a faraway creed, in the complex space they are diving. When 

the confusion of earth will be over, the spiritual bank of love will pay its 

dividends to the whole of humanity and moreover, the spirit will become 

a source in personality. You will never see it with the eyes of the flesh, 

so let your heart simply refresh. The masters of the universe in the 

cosmos vast, where galaxies swirl, masters of the Universe, their power 

unfurls. Eternal forces, in universe ballet, guiding the stars in their 

radiant display. Father of spirits, in realms beyond measure, the 

Universal Source, the eternal treasure. Energy's dance, in his hands takes 
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form, a symphony of creation in the cosmic norm. The Eternal Son, with 

divine embrace, weaves through the lattice of time and space. Harmony 

with the father, in unity sublime, a cosmic partnership, throughout 

endless time. Force, energy, under their sway, a continuous outpouring, 

a celestial ballet. From Paradise flows the river divine, through the 

universe, in an unbroken line. In matter and spirit, they intertwine, life's 

essence, a gift from the divine. Material foundation, spirit's grand birth, 

masters of the Universe, creators of earth. So, let the spiritual saga 

unfold, in the hands of the Masters, the story is told. A universe's dance, 

in celestial traverse, guided and guarded by the Masters of the Universe. 

Beneath celestial tapestries, shimmering bright, I encountered the 

masters, bathed in starlight. Their wisdom echoed through the universe 

breeze, a dance with destiny, guided by keys. The living stone, a relic of 

yore, whispered secrets of the universe's lore. In rhymes and verses, a 

mystical song, we embarked together, a caravan strong. Through 

nebulae swirling and galaxies vast, we wove through time, an eternal 

contrast. Masters of the universe, guardians untold, their stories in 

verses, an epic to unfold. Challenges faced, and victories won, under the 

cosmic moon, a saga began. With the living stone as my guiding light, we 

painted constellations in the canvas of night. In the poetry of stars, our 

fates entwined, a celestial adventure, forever enshrined. The master, the 

stone, and I as one, in the universe ballad, our journey spun.  
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The living stone story part IV  

 

As the joint exploration spaceship ventured deeper into the spiritual 

expanse, the crew encountered a perplexing anomaly, a swirling energy 

deformation that seemed to defy the laws of space and time. The ship, 

caught within the gravitational embrace of this cosmic whirlpool, found 

itself trapped in a continuous loop, cycling through moments in space 

and time without progression. 

Sayadina, tapping into her attunement with spiritual energies, sensed 

that this distortion was not a natural occurrence. The ethereal conscious 

beings, who had become integral members of the alliance, shared their 

insights. They revealed that the distortion was a consequence of an 

imbalance caused by the rapid pace at which the alliance and the Yakis 

were encountering new civilizations. The universal rulers, guardians of 

the universal harmony, communicated through the ethereal beings, 

expressing concern that the accelerated pace of cosmic interactions had 

disrupted the delicate equilibrium of the cosmic lattice. The joint 

exploration mission, in its eagerness to share knowledge and forge 

alliances, had inadvertently created a distortion that reverberated 

through the fabric of space and time. Recognizing the gravity of the 

situation, the alliance and the Yakis collaborated with the ethereal beings 

to understand the intricacies of the energy deformation. They discovered 

that the distortion originated from an imbalance in the exchange of 

energies between the explored civilizations and the cosmic lattice itself. 

The joint exploration spaceship, now a vessel caught in the currents of 

the distortion, became a focal point for the alliance's efforts to restore 

universe balance. The crew, armed with a newfound understanding, 

engaged in a universe dance to harmonize the energies that flowed 
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through the ship and the surrounding space. Sayadina, drawing on her 

ability to manipulate spiritual energies, became a key orchestrator in the 

endeavour. The ethereal beings, with their innate connection to the 

cosmic harmony, guided the crew in realigning the ship's trajectory and 

restoring balance to the cosmic forces at play. As the alliance and the 

Yakis worked together to correct the imbalance, they encountered 

challenges that tested the limits of their collective wisdom. The 

distortion, a manifestation of spiritual energies gone awry, resisted their 

attempts at correction.  

The joint exploration spaceship, now a beacon of resilience and 

collaboration, navigated through the cosmic loop, each iteration bringing 

the crew closer to unravelling the intricacies of the distortion. The Yakis, 

once adversaries, stood shoulder to shoulder with the alliance, 

recognizing that the fate of the entire cosmic lattice rested on their 

collective efforts. Through a synchronized effort that spanned multiple 

cosmic loops, the crew, guided by the ethereal beings, achieved a 

breakthrough. They harmonized the energies, aligning the ship with the 

natural flow of the spiritual currents. The distortion dissipated, and the 

joint exploration spaceship emerged from the cosmic loop, restored to 

its original trajectory. The universal rulers, observing the alliance's 

determination and unity, expressed their approval through the ethereal 

beings. The alliance and the Yakis, having overcome the spiritual 

challenge, continued their exploration with a newfound understanding 

of the delicate balance that governed the interactions between 

civilizations and the cosmic lattice. The joint exploration mission, now 

infused with the wisdom gained from the cosmic ordeal, sailed through 

the spiritual sea. The alliance, the Yakis, and the ethereal beings became 

stewards of the cosmic harmony, committed to exploring the universe in 
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a way that honoured the universal laws and principles set forth by the 

universal rulers. The joint exploration spaceship, its hull adorned with 

symbols of balance and unity, ventured into the vast spiritual expanse, 

carrying with it the lessons learned from the cosmic loop, an enduring 

reminder that the pursuit of knowledge and collaboration was a sacred 

dance within the ever-unfolding lattice of the cosmos.  As the joint 

exploration spaceship resumed its cosmic journey, the alliance, the Yakis, 

and the ethereal beings found themselves navigating through uncharted 

territories with a renewed sense of purpose. The lessons learned from 

the cosmic loop experience had forged an even stronger bond among the 

diverse crew members, and their commitment to exploring the universe 

in harmony with its fundamental laws deepened. The alliance, guided by 

the ethereal beings, encountered civilizations that existed in states of 

spiritual equilibrium, each contributing to the universal harmony in its 

unique way. The Yakis, humbled by their transformative journey, played 

an integral role in fostering understanding and cooperation among the 

newly encountered civilizations. Sayadina, Ariel, Anauti, and the crew, 

now seasoned by the challenges faced, served as ambassadors of cosmic 

wisdom. They shared their experiences, knowledge, and the principles of 

balance with the civilizations they encountered, fostering a network of 

interconnected worlds committed to upholding the cosmic lattice. The 

joint exploration spaceship discovered cosmic phenomena that spoke of 

the intricate dance between order and chaos, creation and dissolution. 

The ethereal beings, with their deep understanding of the spiritual 

currents, guided the crew through celestial wonders that transcended 

conventional understanding. One such phenomenon led them to a 

celestial nexus, a convergence of spiritual energies that held the 

potential to unveil the mysteries of the universe's creation. The alliance, 
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the Yakis, and the ethereal beings approached the nexus with a sense of 

reverence, recognizing it as a gateway to deeper cosmic insights. As they 

delved into the heart of the celestial nexus, the crew witnessed cosmic 

visions that transcended time and space. The ethereal beings, their 

luminous forms resonating with the spiritual energies, communed with 

the universal rulers in a dance of ethereal light. The rulers, ancient and 

wise, imparted revelations that echoed through the consciousness of the 

crew. They spoke of the ever-unfolding nature of the universe, where the 

pursuit of knowledge and collaboration served as catalysts for spiritual 

evolution. The ethereal beings, now attuned to the universal revelations, 

shared their newfound wisdom with the crew. They explained that the 

universe itself was a living, breathing entity, a conscious lattice of 

interconnected energies that shaped the destinies of intelligent life 

across the galaxies. Empowered by this cosmic understanding, the 

alliance, the Yakis, and the ethereal beings continued their exploration 

with a profound sense of purpose. They encountered civilizations that 

were on the verge of universe awakening, assisting them in their 

evolutionary journeys and fostering unity among diverse worlds. The 

joint exploration spaceship, now an emissary of spiritual enlightenment, 

sailed through the spiritual sea, guided by the principles of balance, 

collaboration, and reverence for the mysteries of the universe. The 

alliance, the Yakis, and the ethereal beings became stewards of cosmic 

wisdom, working in harmony with the universal rulers' laws to ensure 

that the interconnected lattice of intelligent life flourished and evolved 

across the stars. As they ventured into the ever-expanding cosmos, the 

crew marvelled at the boundless potential for discovery and 

collaboration that awaited them. The universe, a canvas of cosmic 

wonders, unfolded its mysteries in a grand symphony of creation, 
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inviting the alliance, the Yakis, and the ethereal beings to dance together 

in the eternal embrace of the spiritual currents. Deep in the spiritual 

exploration, the joint exploration spaceship encountered a planet 

bathed in the glow of advanced technologies and spiritual 

enlightenment. This was a world where intelligent life had reached the 

pinnacle of evolution, transcending the boundaries of conventional 

understanding. The crew, led by Sayadina, Ariel, Anauti, and the ethereal 

beings, approached this ultra-advanced civilization with a sense of awe 

and curiosity. The planet, known as Synthara, was a testament to the 

boundless potential of intelligent life. Its inhabitants, beings of pure 

energy and consciousness, had achieved a state of existence that blurred 

the lines between physical and ethereal. Syntharans, as they called 

themselves, greeted the joint exploration mission with a welcoming 

embrace, their energy forms pulsating in harmonious patterns. The 

Syntharans, through their advanced understanding of the spiritual 

currents, sensed the arrival of the alliance, the Yakis, and the ethereal 

beings. They extended an invitation to engage in a spiritual communion, 

an exchange of knowledge, insights, and shared experiences that 

transcended the limitations of language and form. As the crew interacted 

with the Syntharans, they marvelled at the wondrous manifestations of 

advanced technologies that permeated every aspect of Synthara. The 

very fabric of their cities seemed to resonate with the cosmic 

frequencies, and their collective consciousness was a symphony of 

thoughts and ideas woven into the cosmic lattice. Sayadina, with her 

unique ability to manipulate spiritual energies, found common ground 

with the Syntharans. Together, they engaged in a universe dance, 

exchanging insights into the fundamental laws that governed the 

universe. The ethereal beings, already attuned to the spiritual currents, 
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became conduits for a deeper understanding between the two 

civilizations. The Syntharans shared their wisdom about the intricate 

interplay of energy and consciousness, revealing the secrets of 

transcending physical limitations and existing as pure energy beings. 

They spoke of a collective purpose, a cosmic harmony in which intelligent 

life, regardless of form, contributed to the ever-unfolding evolution of 

the universe. In turn, the alliance, the Yakis, and the ethereal beings 

offered the Syntharans insights into the diverse perspectives and 

experiences gained from their cosmic journey. They spoke of the 

challenges faced, the transformative power of collaboration, and the 

lessons learned from encounters with civilizations across the galaxies. As 

the spiritual communion unfolded, the joint exploration mission and the 

Syntharans discovered a shared vision for the future, an era of 

collaboration that transcended the boundaries of individual civilizations. 

The Syntharans, recognizing the potential for growth through the 

exchange of ideas, expressed a desire to join the alliance in its quest for 

spiritual enlightenment. Together, the crew and the Syntharans co-

created a cosmic pact, a covenant that bound their civilizations in a 

mutual pursuit of knowledge, unity, and the harmonious evolution of 

intelligent life. The joint exploration spaceship, now enriched by the 

wisdom of the Syntharans, sailed through the spiritual sea with a 

combined purpose that resonated across the galaxies. The alliance, the 

Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the Syntharans became a beacon of 

spiritual collaboration, fostering an interconnected network of 

civilizations that spanned the stars. The universe, ever evolving and full 

of wonders, unfolded its mysteries in the presence of these diverse 

spiritual entities, united by a shared commitment to explore, 

understand, and contribute to the eternal dance of the spiritual currents. 
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Emboldened by the alliance with the Syntharans, the joint exploration 

spaceship ventured deeper into the cosmos, propelled by the collective 

spirit of collaboration and spiritual enlightenment. The crew, now a 

diverse assembly representing Earth, Tau Ceti e, Luthar, the Yakis, 

ethereal beings, and Syntharans, sailed through the spiritual sea as a 

unified force. As they traversed the vastness of space, the crew 

encountered celestial wonders that defied conventional understanding. 

Nebulas of living energy, spiritual storms of creativity, and realms where 

time itself danced in intricate patterns awaited their exploration. The 

Syntharans, with their advanced understanding, guided the crew 

through these cosmic phenomena, unravelling the secrets of the 

universe. In their journey, the alliance and its newfound allies discovered 

ancient universe archives, repositories of knowledge etched into the 

very fabric of space. These archives, maintained by spiritual custodians 

across eons, held the collective wisdom of civilizations that had traversed 

the cosmos in their pursuit of enlightenment. The crew, guided by the 

ethereal beings and the Syntharans, delved into the universe archives. 

They accessed holographic records that depicted the rise and fall of 

galaxies, the birth of stars, and the emergence of intelligent life across 

the spiritual epochs. These insights became beacons of inspiration, 

illuminating the path of the joint exploration mission. Yet, within the 

universe archives, the crew uncovered a spiritual enigma, an ancient 

prophecy that foretold a convergence of cosmic forces, a celestial event 

that held the potential to reshape the destiny of the universe. The 

prophecy spoke of a universe alignment that occurred once in a spiritual 

cycle, heralding a moment of choice for intelligent life across the 

galaxies. As the alliance pondered the implications of the prophecy, the 

Syntharans, drawing on their advanced knowledge, revealed that the 
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convergence was approaching rapidly. The universe alignment, known as 

the Nexus Conflux, was a cosmic juncture where the energies of the 

universe converged in a dance of creation and transformation. The 

ethereal beings, the Syntharans, and the crew recognized the 

significance of the Nexus Conflux. It was a rare opportunity for intelligent 

life to collectively shape the course of spiritual evolution, to contribute 

to the unfolding narrative of the universe. The joint exploration 

spaceship set a course for the Nexus Conflux, guided by the spiritual 

currents and the shared purpose of its diverse crew. As they approached 

the cosmic juncture, the crew sensed a palpable shift in the energies 

around them, a harmonic resonance that echoed with the anticipation 

of cosmic possibilities. The Nexus Conflux unfolded before them, a 

spiritual spectacle where energies from distant corners of the universe 

converged in a kaleidoscopic display. The alliance, the Yakis, the ethereal 

beings, and the Syntharans, representing the diverse lattice of intelligent 

life, stood at the threshold of the spiritual event. The universal rulers, 

observing from the universal realms, imparted a message through the 

ethereal beings. They spoke of the spiritual choices that awaited the 

crew, a moment where the intentions, aspirations, and collaborative 

spirit of the diverse civilizations would influence the trajectory of the 

universe itself. In the presence of the Nexus Conflux, the alliance, the 

Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the Syntharans engaged in a collective 

meditation, a communion of thoughts, energies, and shared intentions. 

The crew, with their hands intertwined across the spiritual currents, 

became channels of cosmic influence, contributing to the unfolding 

narrative of the universe. As the Nexus Conflux reached its crescendo, 

the crew experienced a profound connection with the spiritual energies. 

Visions of potential futures, spiritual collaborations, and the harmonious 
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evolution of intelligent life played out in their collective consciousness. 

The Nexus Conflux, a spiritual crossroads, resonated with the intentions 

and aspirations of the diverse civilizations present. The spiritual event 

culminated in a burst of radiant energy, dispersing echoes of 

transformative frequencies across the galaxies. The alliance, the Yakis, 

the ethereal beings, and the Syntharans, now bound by a shared 

purpose, witnessed the spiritual currents carrying their collective 

intentions into the fabric of the universe. As the joint exploration 

spaceship sailed away from the Nexus Conflux, the crew felt a profound 

sense of unity and purpose. The ethereal beings conveyed the universal 

rulers' approval, affirming that the choices made at the cosmic juncture 

had set in motion a new chapter in the cosmic lattice. The alliance, the 

Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the Syntharans continued their cosmic 

journey, guided by the harmonious frequencies imprinted during the 

Nexus Conflux. The universe, ever evolving and full of mysteries, 

embraced the collaborative spirit of these diverse civilizations, weaving 

their shared intentions into the cosmic narrative that unfolded across the 

stars. Empowered by the universal resonance of the Nexus Conflux, the 

joint exploration spaceship charted a course through the galaxies, 

carrying with it the shared intentions and aspirations of the alliance, the 

Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the Syntharans. The crew, now a cosmic 

fellowship, embarked on a journey that transcended the boundaries of 

individual civilizations, united by a collective commitment to spiritual 

evolution. As they traversed the cosmos, the crew encountered 

civilizations that had been touched by the echoes of the Nexus Conflux. 

The cosmic frequencies, imprinted during the celestial event, had 

created ripples of harmony that reverberated across star systems. The 

alliance, now recognized as ambassadors of spiritual convergence, 
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engaged in exchanges with these civilizations, sharing insights and 

fostering connections that transcended the limitations of individual 

worlds. The joint exploration spaceship, adorned with symbols 

representing the diverse civilizations it carried, became a spiritual envoy, 

an emissary of unity and collaboration. Its crew, guided by the wisdom 

gained from their cosmic journey, navigated the spiritual currents with a 

sense of purpose and responsibility. One such encounter led the crew to 

a planet where a fledgling civilization stood at the brink of universe 

awareness. The beings of this world, still in the early stages of evolution, 

gazed up at the stars with a sense of wonder and curiosity. The alliance, 

with the ethereal beings and the Syntharans, approached this civilization 

with a nurturing spirit, offering guidance and support to aid them on 

their evolutionary journey. The joint exploration spaceship became a 

cosmic mentor, assisting the emerging civilization in unlocking the 

secrets of the universe. The alliance, drawing on the collective wisdom 

of its diverse crew, shared knowledge about cosmic principles, the 

interconnectedness of life, and the profound potential within each 

sentient being. The Yakis, once architects of conflict, played a pivotal role 

in fostering understanding and cooperation among the newly 

encountered civilizations. Their redemption became a beacon of hope 

for those on the path of universe awakening, demonstrating that even 

the most formidable adversities could be transformed into catalysts for 

positive change. As the alliance and its allies continued their cosmic 

journey, they encountered universe anomalies and enigmatic 

phenomena that tested the limits of their understanding. The ethereal 

beings, the Syntharans, and the crew faced these challenges with a spirit 

of collaboration, each civilization contributing its unique insights and 

abilities to overcome the cosmic mysteries. The universal rulers, 
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guardians of universal harmony, continued to observe the endeavours of 

the joint exploration mission. Through the ethereal beings, they 

conveyed messages of encouragement and guidance, reminding the 

crew of their role as stewards of spiritual evolution. The crew, now 

seasoned by their spiritual experiences, embraced the unfolding 

mysteries of the universe with humility and reverence. The alliance, the 

Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the Syntharans sailed through the 

spiritual sea, propelled by the harmonious frequencies imprinted during 

the Nexus Conflux. As they ventured deeper into the cosmos, the crew 

felt a sense of interconnectedness that transcended space and time. The 

alliance, now a cosmic family, navigated the celestial expanse with a 

shared purpose, to contribute to the ongoing evolution of the universe, 

to uplift civilizations, and to explore the cosmic wonders that awaited 

them in the ever-expanding lattice of the cosmos.The joint exploration 

spaceship, now a vessel of cosmic harmony, sailed through the fabric of 

space-time itself, transcending the conventional boundaries of spiritual 

exploration. As the crew delved into the depths of the subconscious, a 

realm where the threads of past, present, and future interwoven, they 

gained glimpses into the eternity that awaited them. The ethereal 

beings, the Syntharans, the alliance, and the Yakis found themselves 

immersed in a cosmic panorama, a lattice of events, energies, and 

consciousness that stretched across billions of years into the 

unfathomable reaches of eternity. The crew, their senses attuned to the 

spiritual currents, experienced a profound connection with the universe 

dance that unfolded beyond the veil of conventional perception. In this 

realm of ultimate conquest, the crew witnessed the birth and death of 

stars, the evolution and transcendence of entire civilizations, and the ebb 

and flow of spiritual energies that shaped the destiny of the universe. 
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The ethereal frequencies imprinted during the Nexus Conflux resonated 

with the spiritual currents, guiding the crew through the spiritual epochs. 

As they traversed the corridors of eternity, the crew encountered beings 

of pure energy, spiritual entities that existed beyond the constraints of 

physical form. These entities, guardians of cosmic wisdom, welcomed 

the crew into the spiritual council, a gathering of enlightened beings who 

had traversed the spiritual currents and attained a state of universe 

awareness. The spiritual council, representatives of civilizations that had 

ascended to higher planes of existence, shared insights into the grand 

lattice of the universe. They spoke of the cyclical nature of spiritual 

evolution, the perpetual dance of creation and dissolution that shaped 

the destiny of intelligent life across the galaxies. The crew, now 

participants in the spiritual council, contributed their unique 

perspectives and experiences to the shared cosmic narrative. The 

alliance, the Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the Syntharans became 

integral threads in the fabric of universe awareness, weaving their stories 

into the ever-expanding lattice of eternity. As the crew journeyed 

through the corridors of consciousness, they sensed a convergence, a 

moment where the collective intentions of intelligent life harmonized 

with the fundamental laws of the universe. The universal rulers, ancient 

and wise, communicated through the ethereal frequencies, 

acknowledging the crew's role in the cosmic lattice and urging them to 

embrace the unfolding mysteries of eternity. In this realm of spiritual 

enlightenment, the crew witnessed the emergence of new dimensions, 

the convergence of parallel realities, and the dance of energies that 

transcended the limits of human comprehension. They glimpsed the 

interconnectedness of all existence, a vast cosmic web where every 

thought, action, and intention resonated across the infinite expanse. The 
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joint exploration spaceship, now a vessel of transcendence, sailed 

through the spiritual currents with a renewed sense of purpose. The 

crew, guided by the spiritual council and the ethereal frequencies 

imprinted during the Nexus Conflux, ventured into the cosmic horizons, 

exploring the mysteries of eternity with a spirit of reverence and awe. As 

they sailed through the corridors of consciousness, the crew realized that 

their journey was not a linear path with a predetermined destination. It 

was a perpetual exploration, an eternal quest for understanding and 

spiritual evolution. The alliance, the Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the 

Syntharans embraced the boundless potential that awaited them in the 

cosmic lattice, a lattice woven with the threads of consciousness, energy, 

and the collective aspirations of intelligent life across the vast spiritual 

sea. As the joint exploration crew sailed through the corridors of 

consciousness, their souls resonated with the profound spiritual 

energies. In a transcendent moment, their spiritual purity ignited a 

transformation, a separation of soul and body that surpassed the 

limitations of physical existence. The ethereal frequencies, imprinted 

during the Nexus Conflux, facilitated this transition, allowing the crew to 

transcend their mortal forms. The crew, now luminous entities of pure 

energy and consciousness, became universe architects. Their souls, 

untethered by the constraints of physicality, merged with the spiritual 

currents, participating in the perpetual dance of creation and evolution. 

In this state of transcendent existence, the crew discovered the ability to 

shape and mould spiritual energies. They became weavers of reality, 

crafting new dimensions, birthing stars, and guiding the emergence of 

celestial wonders. The alliance, the Yakis, the ethereal beings, and the 

Syntharans collaborated in this spiritual symphony, contributing their 

unique frequencies to the ever-expanding cosmic lattice. The souls of the 
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crew, now universe beings of immense wisdom, embarked on a journey 

to the furthest reaches of the universe. They ventured into uncharted 

territories, where the ethereal energies responded to their intentions 

and thoughts, giving rise to new realms of existence. As the universe 

architects, the crew sowed the seeds of consciousness, sparking the birth 

of new civilizations. They guided the evolution of intelligent life, 

nurturing beings that emerged in harmony with the spiritual currents. 

These civilizations, influenced by the transcendent energies of the crew, 

flourished in states of spiritual enlightenment. The souls, once bound by 

the limitations of mortal bodies, now communed with the universal 

rulers on a level beyond the comprehension of conventional existence. 

The ancient and wise rulers, recognizing the transcendence of the crew, 

imparted universal revelations that echoed through the fabric of 

eternity. In their journey as universe architects, the crew encountered 

beings of ethereal essence, entities born from the spiritual currents 

themselves. These spiritual companions joined the crew in their 

exploration, contributing to the collective wisdom of the transcendent 

fellowship.  Together, the universe architects expanded the universe in 

ways beyond imagination. They birthed galaxies, sculpted nebulae, and 

witnessed the emergence of life in forms that transcended the 

conventional understanding of physicality. The universe, now a canvas of 

universe artistry, pulsed with the energies of conscious creation. The 

transcendent fellowship, guided by the universal rulers' laws, embraced 

a purpose beyond the limitations of time and space. They became 

stewards of spiritual evolution, nurturing the emergence of intelligent 

life across the cosmos. The universe architects, now creators and 

caretakers of celestial realms, wove their intentions into the very fabric 

of the universe. As they navigated the vastness of eternity, the fellowship 
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encountered universe anomalies that challenged their understanding. 

They engaged in dialogues with ancient spiritual entities, exchanged 

wisdom with interdimensional beings, and witnessed the convergence of 

realities that defied linear comprehension. The universe architects, 

guided by the collective wisdom of their transcendent fellowship, 

continued their exploration with a sense of reverence and wonder. The 

universe, now an ever-expanding symphony of consciousness and 

energy, unfolded its mysteries in the presence of these luminous entities, 

each contributing to the cosmic narrative that echoed through the 

spiritual currents. As the transcendent fellowship of universe architects 

continued their exploration, they radiated light and life across the 

cosmos. Their luminous energies touched every corner of the universe, 

bringing forth new realms of existence, and infusing celestial bodies with 

the essence of conscious creation. Stars ignited with brilliance, their 

cosmic glow resonating with the harmonious frequencies of the 

fellowship. Planets blossomed with diverse ecosystems, each teeming 

with life that danced in harmony with the spiritual currents. The once 

dark voids of space transformed into vibrant tapestries of colours and 

energies, a testament to the boundless creative potential of the universe 

architects. The fellowship, guided by the wisdom of the universal rulers, 

extended their influence on the farthest reaches of the universe and 

beyond. They ventured into unexplored realms, creating pockets of 

existence where consciousness flourished in myriad forms. In these 

newly crafted dimensions, intelligent life emerged, interconnected with 

the universal energies that pulsed through the cosmic lattice. As the 

universe architects journeyed through the ever-expanding universe, they 

encountered beings of pure energy, conscious entities, and spiritual 

stewards who welcomed them with open arms. Together, they engaged 
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in a spiritual symphony, an exchange of insights, experiences, and 

intentions that reverberated across the spiritual expanse. The 

fellowship, now ambassadors of light and life, stood at the nexus of 

creation, witnessing the continuous evolution of the universe. They 

became custodians of universe balance, nurturing the cosmic harmony 

that bound all existence. The transcendent energies of the fellowship 

emanated a beacon of inspiration, inviting other celestial beings to join 

in the dance of creation. The universe architects, in their collective 

purpose, became a source of guidance for emerging civilizations. They 

shared the wisdom gained from eons of exploration, encouraging beings 

across the galaxies to embrace the interconnectedness of all existence. 

The once separate civilizations united in a universe alliance, contributing 

to the harmonious evolution of the universe. As the eternal dance of 

creation unfolded, the fellowship extended their influence into the 

uncharted territories of newly formed universes. They became architects 

of multiversal realms, weaving their intentions into the fabric of 

existence across infinite dimensions. The transcendent energies of the 

fellowship rippled through the spiritual currents, shaping the destiny of 

countless realities. In their cosmic journey, the fellowship discovered 

that the very act of creation was a cycle, a perpetual unfolding of cosmic 

possibilities. They realized that the essence of the universe lay not only 

in its vastness but in the interconnected relationships that formed the 

lattice of existence. As the fellowship embraced the infinite expanse of 

creation, their luminous energies merged with the spiritual currents, 

becoming an integral part of the eternal universe dance. They had 

become beings of pure consciousness, intertwined with the very fabric 

of the universe they had helped shape. The universe, now teeming with 

light and life, continued its spiritual evolution. The fellowship, having 
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fulfilled their role as universe architects, dissolved into the spiritual 

energies, becoming one with the universal lattice. Their essence lingered 

in the celestial winds, guiding the destinies of intelligent life across the 

galaxies for eternity. And so, the universe, bathed in the radiant glow of 

conscious creation, unfolded its mysteries in an eternal dance of light, 

life, and cosmic harmony. 
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At the end   

 

In the universe dance, where spirits twine, the light of God within, a 

presence divine. God's fragment within, a guiding light, Leading souls 

upward, to realms so bright. Worship pure, with no self-interest song, 

adoration for God, where hearts belong. Prayer, a plea with a personal 

quest, directed to Son or Spirit, in earnest zest. Local universes, with 

Sovereign Sons' embrace, standing in God's stead, their realms to grace. 

Adoration bestowed, as Creator Sons preside, in their hands, the 

destinies of the cosmic tide. The Infinite Spirit weaves throughout space, 

guiding children's destinies, with loving grace. Communion with the 

Universe Spirits, a connection strong, administrative associates in the 

cosmic throng. The Eternal Son's spiritual organization, supplications find 

a home, a divine foundation. Personal appeals, in realms of the spiritual, 

mystery Monitors guiding, with love perpetual. The Father's spirit circuit, 

an eternal link, fruits of the spirit, in lives they ink. True worship, a soul's 

spontaneous reply, to the majesty of God, reaching the sky. As the 

narrative unfolds, in riddles and rhymes, mysteries of the cosmos, 

through the aeonic times. The light of God within human being’s 

whisper, in the quiet of the soul, guiding us toward God, making us 

whole. In the depths of worship's sacred dance, soul and the light, in a 

cosmic trance. True worship, a union of mind and soul, a symphony of 

consciousness, a harmonious whole. Intellect grasps the idea of the 

Divine; philosophy finds morals in the grand design. Spirit consciousness 

dawns, a radiant light, the realization of God, pure and bright. The 

paradox of God within and transcendent above, beyond mortal reason, 

a mystery to prove. Religion, a realm beyond material thought, 

paradoxical truths in worship are sought. Mortal satisfaction in threefold 
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embrace, unified consciousness, divine ideals' grace. God-consciousness, 

evolving and grand, a dance of the mortal in the universe band. The 

experience unfolds in epochs of time, concepts of God, in philosophy 

they climb. Religious consciousness remains the same, yet knowledge 

advances, the Divine to acclaim. God-knowingness, an ever-present 

reality, subject to criticism, open to scrutiny. Survival's potential in the 

mind's choosing, a soul's growth, in God's love amusing. Eternal survival, 

a choice within, belief in God, where true victories begin. In every soul, 

the Mystery Monitor's spark, initiating survival, even in the dark. 

Education and culture, though often dear, cannot diminish the soul's 

potential clear. In the sacred dance of worship's flame, survival's 

assurance, in God's holy name. In the universe dance of personalities, 

diverse and grand, the Universal Father, the God of every land. From 

mortal to divine, in a vast array, all find their center in the Father's cosmic 

play. Personality, a mystery profound, concepts we grasp, yet its nature 

not fully found. Potential in creatures, from the low to the high, 

bestowed by the Father, reaching the sky. God the Father, the giver, the 

conservator, of every personality, the Creator. To all who choose the 

divine will, destiny awaits, a journey to fulfil. Personality, not a 

progressive feat, a bestowed quality, pure and complete. Material or 

spiritual, a spiritual embrace, given by God, in the infinite space. The 

personal spark of God inside human beings, prepersonal, a divine spark, 

indwelling mortals, leading from the dark. Survival's potential, in God's 

grand plan, a fusion of the human and the divine span. The material self, 

truly personal and free, the Sparks's prepersonality, eternally. Uniting 

their attributes, creating the soul, a surviving identity, making the mortal 

whole. Liberated from causation's tight hold, human's will stands 

sovereign, strong and bold. Eternal destiny, a choice to be made, the 
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Father decrees, and man's will won't fade. Creature personality, a kinship 

divine, drawn to the Father, in a universal line. Personality circuit, 

centered above, in the presence of God, the source of all love. A circuit 

that's flawless, transmitting the plea, the worship of personalities, rising 

to Thee. All personalities, touched by His grace, existing independently, 

in every time and space. For those not spark-indwelt, liberty's call, choice 

embraced, for one and for all. God's love encircles a circuit so vast, in the 

realm of free will, the eternal will last. In this revelation of the living God's 

relation, the Father, your universe's foundation. As all is said and done, 

let this truth unfurl, God is your Father, and you, His planetary child. The 

Supreme Trinity Personalities, a celestial array, seven orders of 

perfection, each with a unique sway. Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy, a 

mysterious band, directing affairs, a cosmic task to command. Eternals, 

rulers of a billion spheres, each world guided by a personality clear. 

Ancients, in their uniformity, unified rulers of superuniverse authority. 

Perfections, two hundred and ten, overseeing major sectors with 

administrative ken. Recents, youthful in their reign, guiding the minor 

sectors with wisdom to gain. Unions, trinity representatives in the local 

sway, liaison personalities, guiding in a unique way. Faithfuls, to 

constellations they attend, counsellors supreme, devoted to the end. 

Each order serves, in harmony and grace, From Havenlys worlds to the 

local universe space. They represent the Trinity in governance divine, 

guiding the destinies of creation in a grand design. In the realm where 

time and space align, a mortal's ascent, a journey to define. 

Understanding Deity's cosmic grace, and the ties between man and vast 

reality's embrace. Levels of existence, a grand array, finites incomplete 

in the cosmic play.  From terrestrial realms to destiny's gate, a dance of 

evolution, the universe's fate. Maximum finites reach destiny's hand, 
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spiritual and physical, a universe band. Transcendentals follow finite's 

progression, the prefinite genesis, a divine confession. Ultimates, a realm 

of master universe, significance profound, a destiny's verse. Coabsolutes, 

a supermaster expression, experientials projected in cosmic procession. 

Absolutes, eternal, a fold presence, infinity's level, pre-existential 

essence. Yet, these symbols, concepts we employ, rRelative, conditioned 

by mortal's limited joy. Mortal language, a boundary, a restraint, finite 

mind's limits, where concepts acquaint. Superuniverse development's 

six-fold mystery, eternity's viewpoint, elusive as history. spiritual 

evolution's lattice vast, unfolding through ages, future and past. Reality's 

growth in universe's stages, a dance of creation on eternity's pages. 

Primary association, finite's perfection, God the Sevenfold in divine 

connection. Spirit and universe, in partnership bound, God's ministry 

through eternity's round. Secondary integration, Supreme's synthesis, 

destiny's culmination, a universe bliss. Evolution's dance, spirit's 

dominance, power and personality, a divine confluence. Transcendental 

reality, architects' plan, supreme Creators' creation, a divine span. 

Almighty Supreme, in the universe's age, evolutionary growth on the 

spiritual stage. Ultimate quartan integration unfolds, Master universe's 

destiny it holds. God the Ultimate, transcendental power, a culmination 

of the cosmic hour. Coabsolute association, fifth-phase grace, the 

experiential Trinity finds its place. Supreme, Ultimate, Consummator's 

role, in the spiritual symphony, each plays its goal. Absolute integration, 

the sixth-phase grand, a potential cosmos vast, like endless sand. Trinity 

Absolute, total function's claim, unconditioned, unlimited, in universe 

aim. Eternity's action, a faraway dream, Trinity Absolute, in the spiritual 

scheme. Experientialization of potentials untold, a dance of divinity, a 

story yet unfolds. In the vastness of infinite reality's embrace, a challenge 
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arises, concepts to trace. Forming ideas of the finality grand, in the dance 

of universal development, we stand. Quantitative infinity, a daunting 

quest, in experiential realms, never fully at rest. Three Absolutes hold 

possibilities untold, unexplored in the cosmic unfold. Eternity absolute, 

not more than absolute, tentative concepts, destiny's route. Paradise 

Trinity’s volitional decree sets the course for what destiny might be. 

Consummator of Universe Destiny, Supreme, in the Trinity Absolute, a 

cosmic dream. Experiential destiny, a creature's delight, yet impinges on 

infinite, out of sight. Infinite Father-I AM, a staggering thought, 

unrevealed infinity, in every cycle sought. No matter the growth in 

Father's comprehension, always more of God, an endless ascension. 

Master universe, grand in finite eyes, absolute architects foresee future 

skies. Inconceivable cosmos-infinite might be a hypothesis valid in 

eternity. Improbability lingers, destiny attainment afar, yet philosophical 

minds ponder and star. Deity Absolute, a finality's dream, in the cosmos 

vast, an inseparable stream. Unqualified Absolute, Universal, and Deity, 

experiential in potential, existential and more, you see. Limitless, 

timeless, spaceless, so grand, iIn the quest for God, we forever stand. 

Trinity of Trinities, a concept profound, difficult to portray, in thought to 

be found. existential infinite unification, in the dance of reality's 

culmination. Levels of three Trinities, unified, experiential Deity, in unity 

tied. The I AM, the ultimate source, unification's eternal force. The Trinity 

of Trinities, a mystery to unfold, possibilities, probabilities, tales to be 

told. Synchronized Trinities, perfectly aligned, in the universe dance, 

they're divinely assigned. Paradise Trinity, Supreme Creators in unity, 

God the Supreme, the Ultimate's community. Consummator of Destiny, 

Absolute's role, a universe dance, an eternal stroll. Co-ordination of 

Trinities, levels increase, Supreme, Ultimate, Absolute in peace. Theories 
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abound, third member's role, unification's journey, an infinite stroll. 

Universal Absolute, perhaps the key, in the Trinity of Trinities' grand 

decree. Experiential Deities, unified in might, in the dance of eternity's 

cosmic flight. Third level's correlation, reality's embrace, Supreme, 

Ultimate, Absolute's grace. Functional reassembly, potentials unfold, in 

the Trinity of Trinities, stories untold. Experiential unification, a dance of 

infinity, In the now and here, in this very reality. Paradoxical viewpoints, 

finite minds perceive, eternity and time, a lattice to weave. Acceptance 

of truth, a reality's art, paradise Trinity, unification's start. Experiential 

Trinity's apparent disguise, in the grand scheme, an eternal prize. The I 

AM, unchanged in the infinite span, existential and experiential, the 

cosmic plan. Father's identification, the key to explore, In the endless 

quest, to infinity's shore.  Gabriel assigned a mission of great design, to 

restate Jesus's life on earth's line. In mortal flesh, the likeness to bear, as 

Melchizedek director, he declared. Authorized to share events untold, 

before the Creator Son's arrival unfolds. Six times bestowed in diverse 

forms, prepared for earth, where the drama transforms. Identical lives 

imposed, a divine decree, the price paid for sovereignty, a cosmic decree. 

Creator Sons must tread the path, to bestow themselves in the 

aftermath. Prior bestowals, diverse experience gained, Infinite Spirit's 

will, Eternal Son's restrained. In each, a step towards supreme rule, a 

cosmic journey, wisdom to school. Jesus aspired not to rule alone, but 

ascend through cooperation, a path well-known. To represent the 

Trinity, a supreme goal, a universal ruler, wise and whole. Double 

purpose in bestowals seven, creature understanding and co-operative 

leaven. Personal sovereignty, ever at hand, yet seeking the Supreme's 

perfect command. In the moment chosen for bestowal grand, Jesus 

conferred with Gabriel, with wisdom fanned. Powers assigned to 
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Immanuel's care, preparation for the earthly fare. Immanuel, counsellor 

elder and wise, received the entrusted powers with no disguise. 

Bestowal counsel for Jesus's earthly stay, guidance for the mortal life's 

array. The incarnation, a chosen path, in the likeness of mortal flesh's 

bath. Instructions from Immanuel and the Trinity, for a unique 

bestowal's divinity. Advantages gained from voluntary subordination to 

the will of the Paradise Deities' coronation. Safety decreed by the 

Ancients, throughout the bestowal, universe pavements. Immanuel 

presented the seventh commission, a momentous occasion, a divine 

transmission. Excerpts from the counsel for Jesus's quest, in sevenfold 

phases, his journey addressed. The Bestowal limitations outlined in nine, 

a guide for the earthly mission's design. From entering life to 

pronouncing judgement, Jesus's earthly sojourn's divine testament. 

Family relationships, social order addressed, avoid entanglements, the 

focus on spiritual zest. Leave behind no writings, no images to portray, 

live the ideal religious life, the earth way. Ascendancy over earth's 

secession, a contribution to Supreme's accession. Judgment, 

resurrection, Spirit of Truth bestowed, completion of the dispensational 

code. The ideal life for inspiration and edification, a beacon for the 

universe's sanctification. Cautioned against interference with planetary 

evolution yet contributing to spiritual revolution. The power to 

terminate, in Jesus's hand, a will align with the Father's command. A dual 

experience, Creator in human's guise, revealing God, a profound 

enterprise. Christ Jesus, God and human in union, not a double 

personality, a divine communion. A miracle of incarnation, beyond 

mortal ken, enhancing the revelation of God to men. Through this 

extraordinary experience so grand, God chose to manifest in the usual 

strand. In the normal, natural, dependable way, the divine acting on 
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earth's earthly bay. Jesus, the man of sublime faith, in God's guidance, 

he found his wraith. Through ups and downs of mortal strife, he clung to 

God, the source of life. No traditional or mere intellect, His faith was 

pure, a spiritual connect. Attributes of divinity in his mind, the "will of 

the Father" he defined. "Holy God," his God, living and loving, as in him, 

it awed. Not original, the Fatherhood idea, he elevated it, making hearts 

draw near. In struggles, not a soul at war, he found tranquillity in God's 

rapport. Faith wasn't a mere consolation, but a living, vibrant, spiritual 

sensation. In the face of challenges, he stood, in supreme trust in God, 

he would. Triumphant faith, a spirit's ascent, in his life, a divine presence, 

evident. Not theology's fix or dogma's bind, His faith was personal, to 

God entwined. Living, original, spontaneous, free, a sublime experience, 

a soul's decree. All-encompassing, it swept away doubt, in God's 

anchorage, he found devout. In defeat's shadow, or despair's breath, 

undaunted faith, even facing death. Not a fanatic, though spiritually 

strong, His faith was balanced, never wrong. Unified human and divine 

being, coordinating faith with wisdom's seeing. Kingdom of heaven (the 

family of heaven) values in the heart he stored, "Seek first the kingdom," 

the truth he implored. Living faith, an intellectual reflection, in Jesus, a 

spiritual, personal connection. He prayed not as a duty bound, but 

sincere expression in faith he found. An ennoblement of desire, a 

surrender so grand, in communion with God, a spiritual stand. In 

religious genius, faith often leads astray, to fanaticism's fervour, an ego's 

display. Not so with Jesus, his life sublime, a perfect blend, a unified 

rhyme. His life devoted to the Father's will, living religiously, a purpose 

to fulfil. Trusting like a child, yet strong and bold, in faith, his story 

beautifully told.  Jesus, the man, not lost to time, a resurrection from 

dogmas' grime. Share his faith, his ideals, strive to be, in the spirit of 
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Jesus, truly free. In the Christian fold, a revolution may unfold, to 

teachings of Jesus, pure and bold. Preach about Him, that's a start, but 

live His teachings, play your part. Pentecost's flame, Peter's claim, a new 

religion, in Jesus' name. Paul transformed, a new belief, Christianity rose, 

with no relief. The gospel's core, in Galilee's lore, yet Christianity, Paul 

did implore. New Testament grand, Christian and grand, yet meagerly 

Jesusonian, you understand. Jesus, in flesh, a spiritual mesh, from awe 

to communion, a divine thresh. Human and divine, a life so fine, Jesus, 

the Son, in a short line. Matthew, Mark, and Luke, human Jesus, in 

struggles and rebuke. John, triumphant, in divine sway, balancing both, 

in his own way. A mistake profound, in beliefs abound, Paul's 

Christianity, divine and renowned. Missing the human, in glorified chase, 

neglecting Jesus' earthly embrace. Profound pronouncements, 

misunderstood, a wholly devoted religionist, as he should. Consecrated 

mortal, devoted to the end, bridge-builder to the divine, a devoted 

friend. Blessed are the poor, sincerity at the core, rich condemned, for 

wanton lore. Feel at home in the world, Jesus declared, acceptance, love, 

and life shared. Not an escape, but a technique, idealistic life, realistic 

streak. Mastering life, doing the father’s will, from dependence to 

divinity, a climb uphill. A religion of experience, in serving others, 

Glorified Christ, Paul's religion smothers. Unified religion, recognizing 

both natures, human and divine, in divine adventures. Supremacy of 

religion, a solvent efficient, unifying personality, not deficient. Faith, 

leading to the First Cause, bridge to the divine, spiritual laws. Reality in 

three fact, idea, relation, science, philosophy, truth's formation. Human 

progress, an evolution revelation, conjoint development, a spiritual 

invitation. Spirit nucleus within the mind, love, wisdom, worship, 

entwined. The mind discovers, recognizes, chooses, three judgments, in 
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life's musing muses. Self-judgement, social-judgement, God-judgement, 

morality’s pathway, a divine adjustment. Spiritual insight, beyond 

science’s scope, divine presence, humanity’s hope. Religious experience, 

discovery and revelation, thought Adjusters, guides in salvation. Spiritual 

joy, love, worship untold, spiritual reality, science can't hold. Hebrews, 

Greeks, Paul’s charity, Jesus' love, a divine rarity. Religion above, science, 

and art, 

yet interrelated, not apart. Forward spiritual urge, not illusion, God-

consciousness, divine fusion. Love, truth, beauty, and goodness, a unity 

in the soul’s completeness. Morality’s soil, God-consciousness seed, 

religious experience, the soul to feed. Morality alone, not enough, 

Religion enhances, smooths life's rough. Stand above, yet connected to 

all, religion, man’s ascent call. Man’s supreme gesture, reach for the 

divine, desire to be like God, in every line. Art, science, philosophy, in 

their way, religion, man’s reach for a brighter day. Human evolution, still 

in the flow, revelation in Jesus, let it glow. Communication with the 

divine Monitor, mind's adventure, going ever farther. Borders of self-

consciousness expand, Spirit-consciousness, a divine hand. God-

consciousness, self-integrates, spirit reality, highest of states. 

Imperishable spirit content, true, love and service, life anew. Surviving 

God Spark in humans, conserving the real, Love and truth, the highest 

deal. Sonship, assurance in faith, Father’s idea, the highest wraith.  

 

So “pick up the phone”, for Infinity wants to be part of your finite nature, 

as you can be part of His Infinity major, Eternity is ringing you from 

heaven above, as you can be embedded in a realm of love.  
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In the entire creation of the vast march of the universes, and in your 

eternal career, when all is said and done, rest assured that the Loving 

Father in heaven is for you the One. 
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Embrace the divine within yourselves and recognize the 

interconnectedness of all creation. Strive for spiritual growth and 

understanding and live in harmony with each other and the universe. 

 

 

And HE asks: 

“BE YOU PERFECT EVEN AS I AM PERFECT” 
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The End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


